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To every founder who has the courage to admit they could be

wrong, and smarts to know how to deal with it in advance,

and the grit to go ahead anyway
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Business plans are

broken…

Analogy: Chris Rock and his audience {wdith=50%}
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The Stress Factory.

It’s an ingenious name–for a place used to refine ideas. It’s

also Chris Rock’s favorite place to try out new material.

He comes over with a yellow legal pad, and performs for

roughly 50 people. Peter Sims summarizes in Little Bets:

“In sets that run around forty-five minutes,
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most of the jokes fall flat. [Chris Rock’s] early

performances can be painful to watch. Jokes

will ramble. He’ll lose his train of thought

and need to refer to his notes. And some

audiencemembers site with their arms folded,

noticeably unimpressed. The audience will

laugh about his flops–laughing at him, not

with him….He may think he has come up

with the best joke ever, but if it keeps miss-

ing with audiences, that becomes his reality.

Other times, a joke he thought would be a dud

will bring the house down….For a full routine,

Rock tries hundreds (if not thousands) of pre-

liminary ideas, out of which only a handful

make the final cut.”

In short, Chris Rock “stress tests” the jokes, in order to

figure out which ones work for his typical audience…long

before he scales up. By the time he appears on HBO, Chris

feels very comfortable that the material will really speak

to his audience.

It’s common practice among standup comedians, to do

dry runs of newmaterial in an intimate club environment.
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Ideally, the audience will be friendly andwilling to accept

some untried jokes that flop, in exchange first dibs on new

material.

Each joke at the Stress Factory is just a “little bet”. Rock

is verifying his assumptions about what tickles his au-

dience’s funny bone. Given that he stages multiple ap-

pearances, he iterates over many rough ideas, to figure

out which ones are worth polishing. Once they’re fully

polished, he’s ready to push record on TV cameras.

The same analogy holds true for product ideas. You need

to interact with your audience, in order to find out what

they want. Most breakthrough product ideas don’t start as

breakthrough ideas. Most of them need to be discarded. Of

the ideas that don’t, they often start life as dull but showing

promise. Ultimately, they’re refined until they become great.

Occasionally, there’s a fantastic idea right from the start, yet

often the product creators can’t judge that effectively.

Just like with Chris Rock’s jokes, only the intended audience

can.

In that context, understanding your audience and verifying
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your assumptions about their needs, is critical before you even

start building a product or offering a service.

If you vet bad ideas immediately and only pursue really

good ideas, you will spend most of your time and money

identifying opportunities that were inherently excellent. Find

the ideas for which your audience has latent demand–before

committing to an idea. Understand your audience, and you’ll

have a much easier time launching anything for them.

No entrepreneur ever writes a business plan saying that

they’re going to fail. The main reason you’d want to write

a long document like that is to convince yourself and others

that you have a fantastic business idea (on paper). While it

goes into how you plan to succeed with an idea, a business

plan assumes you already have an idea that’s perfect. After

all, the unique skill of an entrepreneur is to wonder, to ask

“what if?”

Unfortunately that can lead to self-delusion. And self-delu-

sion can easily be the your downfall, if you don’t think

through your challenges thoroughly enough. In addition to

speed, launching a business successfully requires significant

self-honesty, such as truthful tracking of your costs and
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assumptions, in order to evaluate your ideas accurately.

To be clear, an assumption is just a statement of opinion about

the occurrence of an event or state which is outside of the

control of the founders. The most important assumptions you

make at the earliest stage are about your audience. Pruning

bad assumptions from your thinking ultimately helps you

uncover the breakthrough business ideas.

In the beginning, you honestly don’t need a business plan. You

don’t even need a spreadsheet for your business model. For

example, take a look at the wording of Intel’s strategy in one

of their first business plans (1968), typos and all:

The company will engage in research, development, adn

manufacture, and sales of integrated electronic structures

to fulfill the needs of electronic systems manufactur-

ers. This will include thin films, thick films, semicon-

ductor devices, and other solid state components used

in hybrid and monolithic integrated structures. A vari-

ety of processes will be established, both at a labora-

tory and at at a production level. These include crystal

growth, slicing, lapping, polishing, solid state diffusion,

photolithographic masking and etching, vacuum evapo-
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ration, film deposition, assembly, packaging, and testing,

as well as the development and manufacture of special

processing and testing equipment required to carry out

these processes. Products may include dioded, transistors,

field effect devices, photo sensitive devices, integrated

circuits, and subsystems commonly referred to by the

phrase “large scale integration”. Principal customers for

these products are expected to be the manufacturers of

advanced electronic systems for communications, radar,

control, and data processing. It is anticipated that many

of these customers will be located outside of California.

Today, Intel is a multi-billion dollar company. Note that

they acknowledge uncertainty, with the word “may”.

To me, it looks as though they intentionally wanted to avoid

committing to specific product type, while still ticking a

hypothetical banker’s form that they have a business plan.
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Get the big picture and identify your risky assumptions

The point of business plans isn’t to have a business plan. It’s

to make your assumptions explicit, so that you can test them.

The main part of a business plan that’s useful is the worksheet

where you list the assumptions you’re making. And the most

important assumptions are those related to your audience and

their preferences, based on the Launch Tomorrow triangle.

Focus on validating assumptions, particular those which are

critical to your business idea succeeding. If you have to write

a business plan, e.g. to raise funding, you always have the

option do that later.

At the earliest stages of a startup, Eric Ries, the author of
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The Lean Startup, points out that any effort which does

not directly contribute to validated learning, i.e. proving the

founders’ riskiest assumptions, is waste. In other words, if you

are not learning quickly, you might as well be lighting dollar

bills of fire and throwing them out the window. Eric Ries

quips, “hidden among mundane details are a handful of as-

sumptions that require more courage to state-in the present

tense-with a straight face….If they are true, tremendous

opportunity awaits. If they are false, the startup risks total

failure.” Identifying and testing these critical assumptions

quickly will clarify exactly what you need to do, in order to

succeed quickly. The sooner you validate your assumptions,

the lower the risk of your startup failing. Confirming your gut

feelings with data gives you confidence in your vision.

The importance of validation for tech startups has been con-

firmed by cross-sectional research. According to the Startup

Genome report on why tech startups fail, 70% of startups fail

because they try to scale up, without having verified enough

of their assumptions. The report posits, “Premature scaling

is the most common reason for startups to perform worse.

They tend to lose the battle early on by getting ahead of

themselves. Startups can prematurely scale their team, their
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customer acquisition strategies or over-build the product.”

Most frequently, the primary cause of failure is that the

startups wanted to grow too fast, i.e. before the fundamentals

(such as problem-solution fit) in place.

Many of the wacky ideas during the dotcom era didn’t work.

Splashy dotcom founders often didn’t really understand the

core business proposition of their offering. If pressed, they

would push back with windbag rhetoric about the “new

economy”. The old rules supposedly didn’t apply. The thing

is: you need to know which old rules don’t apply. Most

successful businesses start on a very simple premise. If your

business model’s complicated, you probably haven’t reduced

the model to its essence yet. Later they evolve from there.

Themain purpose of business planning an early-stage product

business is to give you the space to ask yourself:

What assumptions are wemaking that might not be true? Or a

similar question for established companies: what assumptions

are we making that are no longer true?
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Postpone until certainty of

success?

Eric Reis sums it up masterfully:

“As long as nothing has been released and no data

collected, it is still possible to imagine overnight

success in the future….This phenomenon creates a

brutal incentive: postpone getting any data until

you are certain of success.”

Because they are so short on time, startups must produce new

features constantly, yet it’s very tempting to produce features

in a vacuum. This approach, in turn, makes it very difficult to

prioritize.

So why isn’t everyone running

experiements? Courage, or a lack of it.

Because we’re afraid: of losing, of failing, of disappointing

prospects. After all, we’re all largely irrational. Our inner

game plays a much bigger role in creating new products than

people acknowledge.
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When making a buying decision, most people will do so

purely on emotion, and then use logic to rationally justify the

purchase to themselves. In fact, most of our brain is driven

by largely automatic and non-conscious reactions. Most of

our thoughts are the result of various thinking habits. A

good marketer will clearly take into account his customer’s

thinking habits. The majority of our purchasing decisions are

actually made by the part of the brain we inherited from our

lizard ancestors.

To be perfectly blunt, most of our impluses boil down to

the four Fs: fight, flight, food, or f*cking. More sophisticated

needs arise only when these are satisfied, typically subtle

variations of these motivations anyway. It’s fair to guess the

same lizard reaction happens for those who create and sell

products: most would-be product developers let their fears

take over, justifying and rationalizing them with sensible

sounding risk management techniques.

Fear eats product urgency

As our lizard brains take over, particularly the various fears

product developers face, it becomes increasingly easier to
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delay specific tasks. Seth Godin quips, “The fear of failing

is greater, because it seems as though you’ve got more to

lose. So urgency disappears first. Why ship it today if you

can ship it next week instead?” Procrastination seeps in. It’s

easy to put stuff off. Even better, why not lose yourself in

little inconsequential details, even though you still aren’t

certain about a number of your assumptions. At worst, you

completely lock up, because you don’t want to face launching

a product. You’re entertaining visions of a perfect product, but

you’re afraid to confront those visions with living breathing

prospects. It’s a terrible trap, yet a surprisingly easy one to

build.

Until a startup has achieved product-market fit, all of their

activity seem to be both urgent and important. Initially, this

refers to building a minimum viable product with the must-

haves in place. Once these are complete, and the team is

ready to take on new features once any technical rework is

done (such as clearing technical debt), the exciters become

Quadrant I work.

Steven Covey’s biggest insight applied to start-ups: â€œThe

key is not to prioritize what’s on your schedule, but to sched-
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ule your priorities.â€� Priorities are more important than

a pre-existing schedule. Nonetheless, without testing your

hypotheses, and collecting data to verify or reject them,

it’s exceedingly difficult to decide what’s really important.

Much of a start-up’s competitive advantage comes from how

accurately their priorities map to user needs, and how well

they subsequently execute them. If all of this sounds rather

routine, and maybe not specific enough to startups, you need

to take into account accountability.



Why market testing

velocity is a success

secret hidden in plain

sight

“Your success will be a function of the number of learning

cycles you fit into your runway” -Tom Hulme, Ideo

Startups face a peculiar type of time management problem.

They have a fixed amount of time, yet they need to learn

extremely rapidly, in order to achieve the right fit as fast as

they can. Not only do they have a hard funding limit, they

are competing with other companies in the same segment.

Typically this is just a massive “land grab”. Early adopters

become aware of a particular type of problem, and they start
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looking for a solution. And the market is growing fast.

In order to do this effectively, effective founders systematize

their learning. Dan North, of BDD fame, has come upwith the

idea of deliberate discovery. Dan suggests that you focus on

reducing your own ignorance, at least where you are aware of

it. In addition to what you learn, you can be relatively certain

that there will be a number of surprises as you develop your

product. Unknown unknowns could kill your product. While

you don’t know what they are up front, it’s likely there are a

few in each new product launch.

At first, there are a lot of business unknowns. What need

do you want to address for what group of customers? Are

they interested enough to pay for it? What particular group

of people will want this? How can you get access to them

cheaply? Groupon (GRPN) started out with mailing out offers

via email. The technology they first used: PDF. Once they

realized there were many people, responding to their offers,

asking for more, they knew they had a winner.

Once you are clear on these basic questions, you can look at

how youwant to deliver and scale the solution. Software gives

you a lot of automation and customization. You face numer-
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ous technical unknowns and possibilities. If you can rapidly

nail down the skeleton of the architecture, that reduces the

big unknowns. At the same time, if you use a lot of interfaces

when coding, you have the option of replacing whole chunks

of your code, once you have proven that your ideal customers

want what you provide.

I will say something somewhat treasonous for a software guy:

sometimes software’s just not the best choice for a product. If

you can deliver a high quality individualized service, some

people may be willing to pay much more for that. You will

learn about their needs and pains.

The best way to discover what makes your prospects tick is to

run an experiment. If you are pressed for time, the best way

to discover what makes them buy is to run many experiments

over a very short time period.

Assuming these two would cost exactly the same amount,

which would be more valuable to you as a product manager?

• 1 test, which runs for one week, which gives you 99%

certainty on your results

• 30 tests, which take one hour each, with 90% certainty
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each Clearly the second set of tests is much more valu-

able.

When you finish the first test, you can form another hypothe-

sis and test that. One set of results directly feeds into the rest.

If you want to identify surprising results quickly, as this is

most likely to give you outsized results, option B is a much

better way to enter a market.

To some extent, it’s reversing the iterative nature of develop-

ing a product idea, and applying it during pre-development

when performing product research. Feedback loops are enor-

mously powerful when dealing with prospects and customers

too.

“Market Testing Velocity” can mean a lot to you in a high-

pressure situation if you want to get something going quickly.

If you complete tests quickly, you can run multiple tests in

succession.

In this case, you are doing marketing research “on” your

prospects or existing customers, in order to map out what

they need. Your goal is to identify what they need most, as

quickly as possible. You are trying to discover a cognitive and

emotional map of their needs, in order to orient your own
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efforts most effectively.

Why you always start with a

vision

The foundation of any business is a clear vision. At risk of

repeating myself, as this topic has been covered countless

times elsewhere, here’s what I do have to say.

A good entrepreneurial vision is strongly tied to the founder’s

motivations first and foremost. A goal of building a profitable

lifestyle business is very different than building a unicorn.

Different founders have different interests, skills, and expe-

riences.

Here are a handful of famous and less famous ones:

• a personal computer on every desk (Bill Gates at Mi-

crosoft)

• energy independence in the form of self-driving cars

powered by solar energy (Elon Musk at Tesla/SolarCity)

• travelling to Mars (Elon Musk at SpaceX)

• taking pictures and video while surfing (NickWoodman

at GoPro)
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• buying a good mattress and getting a good night’s sleep

should be easy (Phillip Krim at Casper)

Each of these is or was far beyond the current reality at the

moment it was articulated. And it described a better future

for many people involved, far beyond the founder and even

the early adopters.

As Elon himself has said, “if you aren’t failing you aren’t

innovating enough”. In other words, your vision isn’t big

enough.

A useful framework for thinking about these goals is Jim

Collins’ Big Hairy Audacious Goal, or BHAG for short. It’s

a very long term goal, often about much more than just the

business itself. It changes the nature of the business itself.

In order to articulate a BHAG, let your imagination go wild.

A BHAG is:

• free of any constraints

• not true at all now, and not easy to imagine that it will

in the near future

• over 10 years in time horizon

• action oriented
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• different and unique (so it attracts attention itself)

• exciting

It is absolutely critical to be clear on this vision because

it drives everything else about the business: who to sell to,

who to hire, whether or not to raise money, etc. In short, it

limits your focus to specific business models–and massively

increases your productivity as a result.

Also, the wilder your imagination is, the more you need to

learn in order to achieve it. This is what separates the “learn-

ing” and testing component in Lean Startup from starting

a business with with a well-known business model, like a

pizzeria or a franchise. Assuming you understand the business

model, the latter requires execution only.

Even if you don’t articulate a full BHAG, it’s critical that your

vision motivates you. It really needs to “feel” right in the gut.

There is no point in setting a goal which you force yourself to

work towards but that you don’t believe in.

I fell into a similar trap when leaving university and looking

for my first job. I tried to talk myself into getting into

investment banking for years, but constantly sabotaged my

own progress. It didn’t feel right. I acquired the skills via
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on the job training at an internship. I could do the job. But

I’m not “corporate” by nature. I simply wasn’t built that

way. I am more interested in new product development and

creativity than number crunching. And the muscles around

my intestines would tense up whenever I was working in

this area or even looking for work in this area. No amount

of “vision” and goal setting could change that.

One of the common misapprorpriations about Lean Startup is

that the framework only enables incremental innovation. For

example, Peter Theil made claims to that effect in his book

Zero to One. At first glance, that’s how Lean Startup looks

day-to-day. Experiment after experiment.

Yet nothing could be further from the truth. It all depends on

the size of the underlying vision. If you use Lean Startup to

take apart a big vision into a number of small experiments,

you can get much greater results from it. If it’s small, then

you have the scenario Theil wrote about.

The more specific and precise the vision is, the more motiva-

tion it gives to everyone in the company.
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Choose your canvas

One of the first things newbies notice when they first learn

about Lean Startup is the large number of visual tools called

“Canvases”. They’re everywhere, and nary a business plan in

sight. They’re meant to be shortcuts to prototyping product

or business ideas. While each Canvas has it’s place, having so

many of them can feel overwhelming.

A canvas helps you organize your thoughts about the inter-

actions between all of the components you’re looking at. You

don’t need an entire business plan written to think through

the basics. Who is your audience? What problems do they

have? How much will they pay to solve that problem? Can

you generate a meaningful margin?

It’s the underlying principles at play that are important here,

not the specific tools. This harks back to one of the roots

of Lean Startup: the first line of the Agile manifesto. “[We

value] individuals and interactions over processes and tools.”

That key principle is expressed here as validated learning, de-

risking your idea, and getting out of the building. Choose the

tools you use to achieve your learning goals:
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The Javelin Validation board

is an early stage tool cre-

ated by the founders of

the Lean Startup Machine

weekend workshop which

I’ve co-organised here in London, focusing specifically on the

riskiest assumptions in most businesses: problem-solution fit.

The goal of the Javelin board is to focus your attention on

gathering data around the most critical hypotheses for an

early stage business. Namely, who exactly are your target

customers? What problem do they have that you want to

solve? And what solution sounds like it might work for

them? Without gathering data to validate those most basic

assumptions, you’re lost. Might as well walk stark naked

through the jungle.

In my view, Lean Canvas serves to step back from this initial

punt to put this problem-solution fit into a wider “product-

level” context. It includes things like unfair advantage, to

make sure that you’re figuring out how this initially validated

idea for a solution can be turned into a profitable business.
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Or channels, so that you test how you’re going to reach the

people you initially interviewed at a larger scale. If you want

to ask the creator of the Lean Canvas more detailed questions,

he’ll be at our event next month. Details here.

The Business Model Can-

vas (BMC) is yet another

step back. In this case,

you’re trying to see the

overall vision for the busi-

ness, not just the product.

It’s worth mentioning that the BMC was the pioneer of using

“canvases” as an innovation practice, to prototype possible

approaches that can work well for you. For example, even

if the product is “power tools” you can manufacture and

sell them directly at retail, or rent them on demand for
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construction sites like Hilti. Even though it’s the same product,

it’s a totally different vision for how the company works. And

for many founders that vision is critical, because it inspires

them and also the team around them.

Ultimately, though, they are all tools to structure your val-

idated learning, relative to your BHAG goal. Initially, you

use a canvas to pin down your thoughts as a starting point.

Having them in front of view, helps you see the big picture. It

also helps you think about interactions among the parts. From

there, you identify your riskiest assumptions. Then you gather

data. Typically, this refers to conversations with customers.

In other words, get out of the building (and out of your own

head) as soon as you can.

I sometimes try to have at least a few conversations before I

even use one of these tools, because it helps me create my first

iteration with specific people in mind.



Why your riskiest

assumption is a great

place to start

source: Wikipedia

“First they ignore you. Then they ridicule you. And then they

attack you and want to burn you. And then they build monu-

ments to you.” Nicholas Klein commenting on a strike at the
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Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America conference

in 1914. This quote is often misattributed to Ghandi. In fact,

there was a festering conflict between thousands of garment

workers and the clothing industry. The strike action pitted

workers against management and against Chicago police on

horseback. It also exposed divisions in the union. The organi-

zation did not support its unskilled members. This culminated

in striker deaths by gunfire, wounding, and mobbing of a 10

year old over a period of a few years. The industry bosses

made a risky assumption. They assumed their employees will

accept difficult working and financial conditions.

Also, they assumed that employees would remain productive

under these conditions indefinitely. In practice, the workforce

was ignored and ultimately attacked. Angry, the employees

fought back. Once the dust settled, a social shift occurred.

Employees earned the right to fight for reasonable conditions.

In this case, the change went through these four phases, as

Klein observed in his quote.

And it’s a pattern for social change which has been followed

by tech startup outliers. If you think about startup unicorns

from the last three decades, many of them have undergone
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a similar process . If you look at the ex-China unicorns since

the dot com crash, most of them came about by following that

pattern. A pattern that would seem counter-intuitive to the

average person in 2001. When they first started out, the very

idea in its basic form seemed crazy. “Access your files from

anywhere” by Dropbox. Send cyberpayments via PalmPilots

for PayPal. And so on. Many of these startup ideas are based

on a social or behavioral premise. One that would have been

hard to believe for the average person at the time. As a result,

there is an implicit social conflict many of these companies

had to overcome. This is in addition to all of the other business

and technical challenges they had. At the heart of this conflict,

you’ll often see critical assumptions about customer behavior.

Let’s look at AirBnB, to see why

risky assumptions matter in

practice

AirBnB is a two-sidedmarketplace. Theymatch landlords and

homeowners with spare capacity to short term travelers. In

this case, there is at least one risky assumption for each side.

https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2016/03/dropbox-mvpexplainer-video-youre-missing-most-of-the-story/
https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2016/03/dropbox-mvpexplainer-video-youre-missing-most-of-the-story/
https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2015/10/beam-me-some-money-scotty-value-proposition/
https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2015/10/beam-me-some-money-scotty-value-proposition/
https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2019/10/4-approaches-to-track-your-assumptions-when-starting-to-work-on-a-new-business-idea/
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1. The travellers

2. The homeowners or landlords.

“Air” stands for air mattress. In the very early days, the

founders monetized their spare capacity using an air mattress.

You should have imagined when I called home, and

told my mom about this idea. She said, “OK, so you

built a website so that strangers could sleep in your

home, because you don’t have enough money for

rent? I guess you don’t have that job with health

insurance anymore.” I said, “No, I don’t, but that’s

not why I’m doing it.” –Brian Chesky

Using a paraphrase of his mother’s words, Brian articulated

their risky assumption about landlords. Well pretty close. The

idea of letting strangers sleep in your home was quite counter-

intuitive back then. Particularly given that you had very little

to go on. And that you needed to trust you’d be safe.
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Proving the risky demand side

assumption (as they were

ignored)

At the time, the website looked approximately like this:

source: airbnb.com, waybackmachine.com

They wanted to prove that consumer travelers would be

interested in paying for such an arrangement. Just because the

founders were keen to earn a few extra bucks at conference, it

didn’t mean they would be able to find a consistent stream of

prospects. Ones who would be willing to not stay at a hotel.

According to Brian Chesky, a co-founder and CEO of AirBnB:

We look on the hotel section, and all the hotels they were

recommending are sold out. It’s like the Marriott’s sold out,

https://www.startups.com/library/founder-stories/brian-chesky
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the Hyatt’s sold out, sold out, sold out, sold out. Joe and I, we

look at each other, and we say, “Well, why don’t we just create

a bed and breakfast for this conference? That seems like it

makes sense.

We’ve got all of this extra space.” We’ve got a living room, a

kitchen, two bedrooms, and no furniture.

There was no furniture in the apartment. A bed and breakfast

without a bed, it’s like a floor and breakfast, and we couldn’t

really afford breakfast, so it wasn’t really super romantic. I

said, “Joe, this is a problem. We don’t have any beds.” Joe said,

“Don’t worry. I just went camping.” He brought some air beds

out of his closet. I have no idea why he had all these air beds.

He said he went camping. We pulled these three air beds out

of a closet. We inflated three air beds, and we called it the “Air

Bed and Breakfast.” We eventually cooked people Pop‑Tarts,

yeah. They were really, really good Pop‑Tarts.

Even if these same tourists travel under “air mattress” condi-

tions when visiting their own family, would they be willing to

pay for the right location? (but not necessarily a hotel). This

also turned out to be true.

In Brian’s words:
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Tomy surprise, three people wanted to stay with me.

They broke every one of my assumptions. The first

was a woman, a 35‑year‑old woman that wanted

to stay in our apartment. If you knew anything

about me growing up, you would be very surprised

that a woman would want to stay in my apartment.

That was the first thing that totally surprised me,

or surprised everyone who knew me. The second

thing that surprised me was a 45‑year‑old father

of five from Utah ‑‑ he was Mormon ‑‑ came, and

he wanted to sleep on an air mattress in our kitchen

floor. The third person that wanted to stay with us

was from India. At this point, I’m like, “This is like

a United Nations. This is a wide range of people.

What is going on here? Why do they all want to

stay with me?”

In other words, despite all of the reasons it could go wrong,

the end consumers were fine with it. With the idea of renting

someone’s spare room. And sleeping on a mattress and eating

Pop Tarts for breakfast. Regardless of what they said their

preferences were, clearly they were ok to act as if it was ok.
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Because they wanted the freedom to be at the conference or

in San Francisco, despite limited hotel space.

Proving the supply side (as they

were ridiculed)

For the supply side, the team needed to confirm that they

could acquire landlords. But also that landlords would be

interested in following the model the founders pioneered. An

extra income on the side might not entice enough landlords

to make it all work. AirBnb found conferences to be a clear

case of insufficient supply. So they continued down that route.

When they launched the company “officially” at SXSW in

2008, they made 2 bookings. But then when they managed

to get blogger coverage around the Democratic National

Convention in 2008, theymade 80 bookings. (official company

history). That was enough to confirm that–under the right

conditions–people were happy to rent out extra space. Yet the

marketing was still a struggle:

And we don’t blow up. No one wants to use the site after the

DNC. Most people think we’re crazy. My mom thinks I’m out

https://medium.com/cs183c-blitzscaling-class-collection/scaling-airbnb-with-brian-chesky-class-18-notes-of-stanford-university-s-cs183c-3fcf75778358
https://news.airbnb.com/fast-facts/
https://news.airbnb.com/fast-facts/
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of my mind. All of our friends later tell us they thought we

were crazy.

So with risky assumptions on both sides of the market val-

idated, it made sense for the team to shift gears. To start

investing time and effort into the product.

Now imagine if either the demand or supply side of those

assumptions had turned out false. For example that homeown-

ers didn’t want to do short term lets. And to be fair, most

people in 2001 would probably have felt awkward about it.

The team could have built the product, yet they would have

found it next to impossible to grow it. Because they wouldn’t

be able to offer tourists anything. And vice-versa.

Building something nobody wants is one of the most common

reasons for product failure. If not the single biggest reason

(depending on which survey result you look at). At the time,

it would have been somewhat hard to believe. Part of com-

mercializing the product is convincing everyone that counter-

intuitive beliefs are true.

Then when estimating market size while raising funding, they

were ridiculed some more…

For example, this comes upwhen raising funding. Initially, the
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founders thought the breakfasts were the draw. But breakfasts

were a smaller market than beds.

How to you get serious investors to believe that the market

size for “people willing to sleep on air mattresses” is a multi-

billion dollar market? Or that it will be in 10 years, even if it

isn’t that big now. Chesky quips, “Suddenly, the market size

was huge, except we were still selling air beds. Like, “We’re

going to make $30 billion with these air beds. Everyone’s going

to live on air beds.” This is a classic conundrum for these

wonky startups which navigate a social change cycle as they

grow. How do you estimate the future market size of a market

that doesn’t exist yet, but may end up being huge.

Then AirBnB were attacked as

they drew attention scaling up

For a long time, hotels claimed they were serving a different

segment than AirBnb. They didn’t need to acknowledge the

presence of the rapidly scaling startup. AirBnB maintained

close to 100% growth annually for 10 years. This growth came

from having proven the risky assumptions before everyone

https://www.bu.edu/bhr/2018/10/31/airbnb-and-the-hotel-industry-the-past-present-and-future-of-sales-marketing-branding-and-revenue-management/
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else. Then built a product and a platform to capitalize on that

insight. This ensured they were relatively unique.

source: statista.com

Suddenly, hotels woke up to the fact that this startup is here to

stay. And they attacked, primarily taking a regulatory angle,

according to the Boston Hospitality Review:

American Hotel \& Lodging Association (AH\&LA) attacked

Airbnb by sponsoring research to demonstrate its negative

impacts on the economy and lobbying governments to impose

taxes and regulations on homesharing. The association is

arguing for a level playing field between homesharing and

hotels.

https://www.bu.edu/bhr/2018/10/31/airbnb-and-the-hotel-industry-the-past-present-and-future-of-sales-marketing-branding-and-revenue-management/
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They were implictly trying to frame AirBnb as running illegal

hotels, and therefore as a company that was ignoring regula-

tion.

Finally, they built monuments to

AirBnB.

Now let’s zoom back to AirBnB today. They have about 6%

market share of the hotel industry. Their potential capacity

totally flexible based on demand.

source: statista.com

https://muchneeded.com/airbnb-statistics/
https://muchneeded.com/airbnb-statistics/
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This is due to the inherent flexibility of their two sidedmarket-

place. A marketplace freed them from needing to own hotel

buildings. Among many other successes, they’ve normalized

what seemed like risky behaviors. These are ok because there

are thousands, millions of people already using it. There

are strictly defined parameters for this exchange. And it’s a

pleasant alternative to a hotel. For example, families want to

cook healthy for themselves, so a hotel can feel limiting.

Hotels accepted that AirBnB is here to stay. They try to get in

onthe action. They have bought up, partnered with, or tried

to create direct competitors:

• Accor hotels buys onefinestay

• An unsuccessful partnership between Hyatt and Oasis

• Accor tries building Jo and Joe

The hotel industry has acknowledged the longer secular trend

that airbnb was riding. And started cashing in on it. AirBnB’s

valuations are comparable to Marriott’s.

But most importantly, there is an aikido like paradox. Because

AirBnB capitalized on these risky assumptions, these same

assumptions now shield them from disruption.

https://skift.com/2018/07/26/accorhotels-takes-288-million-hit-on-onefinestay-and-john-paul-investments/
https://livefromalounge.boardingarea.com/2018/10/04/hyatt-oasis-partnership-ends/
https://www.accorhotels.com/gb/brands/hotels-joandjoe.shtml
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They have finely optimized systems which are tuned to this.

Eating their lunch requires a lot more resources.

Key Takeaways

Even though many of the major breakout successes have this

kind of social and behavioral change trajectory, most won’t.

Assumptions about people, particularly those in the target

audience, are critical. But it’s fair to say that:

• every startup will be making assumptions, before they

know exactly how their business will work.

• Thinking through and deliberately checking any big

assumptions, especially ones related to human behavior,

you’re making is the most level-headed way to begin a

startup journey.

• “One thing I learned is big ideas sound stupid in the

beginning. I’ve always heard that if your idea is any

good there is no problem with sharing it because people

will dismiss it. “ Brian Chesky

https://medium.com/cs183c-blitzscaling-class-collection/scaling-airbnb-with-brian-chesky-class-18-notes-of-stanford-university-s-cs183c-3fcf75778358


How to identify your

riskiest assumption
Richard Branson, the billionaire adventurer, has a compli-

cated relationship with risk. On the one hand, he loves trying

outdoorsy stunts and attempts to break world records.

Branson as an expert at managing the risk of getting punched in the face
professionally

For example, he managed to cross the Atlantic, Pacific, and

then circumnavigated the globe in a balloon. He even suc-

ceeds at doing so, despite the occasional crash:
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• bike

• spacecraft

• balloon

• car

On the other hand, he’s brilliant at managing his risk profes-

sionally, when starting new ventures. For example, thirty five

years ago, he was stuck for hours on Peurto Rico. He wanted

to fly to the British Virgin Isles to join his girlfriend, and came

up with the following scheme:

Branson walked to the back of the plane and asked for a

chalkboard and a writing implement. He figured out how

much it would cost to charter a plane to BVI — and howmuch

it would cost each passenger if the expense were pooled. And

then he went for it, walking up and down the aisles of the

grounded airplane selling tickets. On the chalkboard he wrote,

“$39 one way to BVI.”

In one move, he confirmed that there was demand for an

alternative. So he charted it. That got his appetite wet. Piggy-

backing on his record store chain, Branson went on to sell

plane tickets. He entered into a conditional lease of a plane

from Boeing, where he insisted on having a one year break

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/people/richard-branson-cycling-crash-accident-almost-died-british-virgin-islands-a7211261.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VSS_Enterprise_crash
https://www.nytimes.com/1987/07/04/world/2-trans-atlantic-balloonists-saved-after-jump-into-sea-off-scotland.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/branson-escapes-from-car-crash-1423667.html
https://www.travelandleisure.com/travel-tips/celebrity-travel/how-richard-branson-started-virgin-atlantic
https://www.travelandleisure.com/trip-ideas/luxury-travel/charter-your-own-private-boeing-777
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clause, to be able to return the plane if necessary. He aimed to

fly it between the UK and the Falkland Iles. So Virgin Atlantic

was born.

In short, he made a couple of moves which significantly

limited his downside while giving him the possibility of

evaluating whether it was worth soldiering on.

With new products, your primary

goal is to manage your risks

Denying the existence of risks only makes you more suscepti-

ble to them. Particularly when you are faced with a high risk

of failure. Like 50-90%, depending on the study you look at.

No joke.
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“Jed’s dead. Dead dead.”

It’s really important to note that this is not about being

pessimistic. Or questioning your vision. This is about figuring

out your vision’s fastest possible path from your head and

into reality.

The “magic pixie dust” resides in prioritizing what you test.

By testing your riskiest assumptions first, you reduce the

chance you go belly up. Regardless of where you are in your

new product’s journey, you will always face unexplored or

unmitigated risks.

Yet, identifying this riskiest assumption is hard. The key factor

to consider when managing your resources (including your

time) is risk. All of that requires you to have a solid grasp on

what your biggest risk actually is at that moment. Which isn’t
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always easy, particularly if you are doing something new.

What makes this particularly hard: it’s likely there are some

“unknown unknowns”. So even if you do deliberately try to

identify problem areas, you’re likely to miss something.

Essentially, the idea is that you want to generate a large

number of ideas about what’s risky. And then prioritize to

identify what is riskiest (and were you need to start).

Ways to get inputs on what’s riskiest:

1. Intuition

This is hard to describe. Sometimes you just have a gut feel.

Pay attention to it. And runwith it. Essentially, you’re looking

for what feels like it could have really big \& bad implications.
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And it is likely to be a problem.

Personally, I feel this with tension in my gut. So it’s just

a question of tuning into that sufficiently, especially before

making bigger decisions. And that’s often good enough. But it

has taken some effort to be aware of this. Moreover, in a larger

company, you may still need to convince others and create

alignment, and “I feel it in my gut” is not a strong enough

argument. Even if it’s true.

2. Who is the customer and does

the customer actually have

problem you think?

This is a great insight I got from Lean Startup Machine specif-

ically. Running around London like a headless chicken with

some friends, trying to interview young parents. (admittedly

before I was one myself). We had a product idea which we

though would be attractive for this group. We made some

guesses about their biggest challenges. And then we hit the

streets and looked for anyone pushing a buggy/pram.

This was the net result:
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hitting a low point somewhere during 67 customer interviews in one
weekend

After a few failed hypotheses, we had to acknowledge that

we actually had no idea what parents of kids 0-2 years old

struggled with. And while there were some patterns in what

we were hearing, it was clear that it was still too wide of a

market to have clear patterns. The tool on the wall helped us

systematize testing:

• who is the customer?

• what is their biggest problem or challenge?

• would the solution be an appropriate solution to that

problem?

In the end, we had to acknowledge that we the pie chart we

were drawing had too many possible answers.
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survey of product managers

So we weren’t going small enough to have a clear pie chart,

with a significant share of answers being the same:
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Looking for a well ordered market segments like this

In other words, we needed a consistent easily identifiable \&

reachable group of people who share a particular challenge.

That is a good market segment on which you can build a

business.

This is almost always true. And often overlooked up front.

Without it, you’ll have a hard time building something that

will be relevant for enough people to make a dent. At least in

a B2C business, where you need a lot of sales to get started.

In a B2B business, that breadth is less important, as much

as depth. You need to be certain that whatever you do build

and launch fully addresses the customer’s problem. And has

positive and measureable side effects around:
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• increasing revenues

• reducing costs

• lowering risks

• improving their customers’ experience.

At a high level, most businesses will only pay for those

outcomes. But each industry and business is a bit different, so

you will need to dig into the details of how to achieve it. But

the starting point is really deeply understanding the problem

from your prospects’ eyes.

3. Analogs

In short, ask people having similar success in different areas

or industries doing things similar to what youwant to achieve.

This was an insight from Getting to Plan B by Komisar and

Mullins.

For example, let’s say you discover a really powerful yeast

which helps give redwine a unique and attractive flavor. Then

you buy wine in bulk, add your magic dust, and then try to

resell it to large supermarket chains.
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Coming up with the yeast was the hard part. To figure out

how to sell the supermarkets, you can probably speak to any

salespeople who also sell to supermarkets in your country. It

doesn’t have to be other wine merchants or wholesalers. You

will learn a lot from a few conversations with people like that,

enough to get your head around how this sales cycle works. So

even though you don’t have in depth experience doing it yet,

you’ll have a clear picture of how to proceed. In this case, you

are using an analog to discover any hidden assumptions that

could derail the use of direct sales as a distribution channel.

Marketing channel testing example: selling superior wine into supermar-
kets

This is a good technique to turn “unknown unknowns” to

“known unknowns”. Possibly even “known knowns”. Even

though it’s less likely to have a company killer impact, it is still
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possible that you are making assumptions about that initial

sales process which could derail you.

4. Antilogs (or Picnic in the

Graveyard)

Some industries, especially software and internet, have a lot of

public information about startups that have tried something.

And failed. There are lots of writeups by previous founders of

why they think their startup failed, such as:

• CB Insights

• 77 failed startups

• Autopsy

If you are thinking of building something similar, you are just

at the beginning. Those founders had been through years of

trying to get a similar idea off the ground. So it’s quite likely

you will learn something from them, if you can read about

their failed attempts. Or even better, call them up and speak

with them directly.

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/startup-failure-post-mortem/
https://mozyrko.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/77-failed-startup-post-mortems.pdf
https://www.getautopsy.com/
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The idea here is to formulate a good reason why you think

you will be successful this time around. It might be a different

feature or market. It might be market timing. It might be

any number of reasons. Because if you can’t articulate it,

it questions whether it’s an idea worth pursuing. Not to

mention, it will be hard to convince investors, too.

5. Risk Scorecard

This is kind of the left-brained alternative to #1 above. Basi-

cally, you can create a spreadsheet scorecard, where you:

1. list all of the risks

2. assign each a weighting from 1 to 5 for both likelihood

and impact

3. multiply the weights together

4. reverse sort by the highest number going down

The outcome is that you have 1 specific risk you need to

address and start focusing your experimentation on.

Here is a more detailed writeup of how to do this. Or here.

https://dkander.wordpress.com/2013/05/07/how-to-diagnose-your-riskiest-assumptions/
https://medium.com/startup-patterns/the-only-proven-method-to-identify-your-riskiest-assumption-a240c6403a67
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6. Pre-Mortem

Imagine your business failed 4 years into the future. You meet

with your cofounders over beers or tea. As your tears flow,

and drip on your Business Model Canvas (BMC), you discuss

what you wish you would have known up front.

Which is the likeliest to have caused the failure?

1. Write down all possible additional reasons you come up

with onto post-its.

2. After a general session, you can also think through any

assumptions in each box of the BMC which might be

relevant for this particular business.

3. Prioritize themusing [dot-voting](https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dot-

voting#:∼:targetText=Dot%2Dvoting%20(also%20known%20as,stickers%20being%20the%20most%20common.)

4. Create an initial risk backlog based on this discussion,

sorting from the most dots down to the least

The best source for this is Dave Gray’s excellent Gamestorm-

ing book, if you need any more detail. But that should get you

started.
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7. My “ace in the sleeve”

questions

Based on my own mis-adventures in startup land discussed

in Launch Tomorrow, I have a few following additional

questions which I use to “stress test” any idea:

• Am I going after the right customer–for me or my

company? Is it a strategic fit?

• Can I reach my customer cost-effectively?

• Is this customer type willing to do anything about the

problem? Because if they aren’t, they aren’t likely to

spend any money.

So for example, it’s a good idea to build a business around a

group of people you can easily relate to and who you like. I

tried building a business in the weight loss industry despite

not having a medical background or being a middle-aged

woman. So while I did have a signature success story in this

context, my marketing would always be less effective than if

either of those requirements were fulfilled. And I wasn’t keen

on going back to school to become a doctor first.

http://amzn.to/1RoNVgS
http://amzn.to/1RoNVgS
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All of these do matter in certain contexts. And they’re proba-

bly good “spot check” questions anyway, before you proceed

with a specific idea.

8. Talk to industry experts

Once I get outside of the internet and software worlds, there

is a lot I don’t know. Lately, I’ve been working with AgriTech

and MedTech startups, for example. And while I know the

concepts behind innovation, I honestly don’t know have that

much experience in how they apply to those sectors.

For example, agriculture has a “crossing the chasm” like

curve. However, it’s heavily skewed to the right. So basically,

there are many more people in the late majority or even the

laggards. In other words it takes a lot longer for a technology

to diffuse. But when it does, it’s everywhere.

negatively skewed technology adoption curve
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Anything related to medicine has to go through regulatory

approval. In this case, you can’t just pooh pooh the regulators

like various marketplace startups did (Uber, AirBnB). People’s

lives and health are potentially at stake. In practice, for

founder this means it takes a decade before you can go to

market. Which means two things:

1. you need a lot more money up front

2. you have less attempts at building a business during a

founder’s lifetime

In short, these industry specific details significantly change

how you’d look to innovate in these areas. And I learned both

of these points from experts with decades of expertise in the

industries (thanks Huw and Anthony).

From a risk management perspective, expert’s ideas are sim-

ply ideas that require testing. You don’t want to ask experts

for their opinions and treat it as gospel either. As that would

mean you replicate their biases. Gather your own data and

proof. But at least you know what to pay attention to.
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9. Red team, Blue team

Finally, to stress test your business model, you can use this

approach that the British military came up with. This is a

strategic exercise, to try to identify any holes or oversights in

a plan. The red team tries to penetrate a well designed defense

plan.

1. Essentially nominate a few well-meaning friends.

2. As them to “red team” your current business model.

3. Looking together at the current BMC together with your

“blue team” consisting of the co-founders or delivery

team, ask the “red team” to identify any major assump-

tions you might have missed. Holes that need to be

covered. Things which could easily go wrong and derail

your product launch.

There was a good example of this in the HBO serial News-

room. The news team was working on a high stakes story.

Certain people were intentionally kept in the dark about the

big scoop. When the team producing the story was ready to

go live, they assembled the people who had been intentionally
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left out to form a Red Team. The Red Team’s job was to poke

holes in the story, as the paper was risking its reputation by

going live with this story. People kept in the dark are more

objective. They aren’t invested in the story, so they see it from

a different perspective.

What you are after

Basically the goal is to uncover as many assumptions as possi-

ble. And to prioritize them. So you have 1 specific assumption

to start testing. This focuses your experimentation on com-

pany killers and existential risk, the most meaningful place to

start managing risk. This is, in fact, what successful founders

like Branson excel at–like when he put up a cardboard sign

and started confirming there was enough of amarket to create

a challenger airline.

If you can take smart risks while being better at managing

them, then you aremuchmore likely to do better over the long

run. Any particular risk might still go sour. But this ability to

manage risk will ultimately define your career as a startup

founder and business builder.



Riskiest Assumption

Test (RAT)
The Rat persuades the Ox to carry it in the race to meet the

Emperor. The rat says it will help guide the Ox who has poor

eyesight–but is strong and fast. When they arrive, the Rat

jumps off the Ox’s head. The Rat scampers across the finish

line first, getting to be in first place! In fables, the Rat is often

the clever trickster. In Chinese mythology, he’s the animal

that hell-bent on material wealth. It’s only appropriate, then,

that the rat stands for the ultimate shortcut to an MVP.

Ambitious founders with a vision walk a tight line. When you

get a vision, the natural tendency is start thinking in terms

of MVPs. “What’s the minimum I need to build?” It seems

like the obvious place to start, particularly since the Build-

Measure-Learn loop has a certain implied order.

Stop.

Rik Higham said, “Instead of building an MVP identify your
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Riskiest Assumption and Test it (RAT). Replacing your MVP

with a RAT will save you a lot of pain.” As a general rule, I

find that’s very frequently true.

Founders get excited by their idea, their solution. And then

they start building. Afterwards, they starting thinking about

how use Lean Startup to validate the idea, after it’s already

been built (if at all).

RATs are a clever way to prioritize learning, before you even

start building anMVP. This way, you de-risk even your initial

cut of an MVP.

Before building anything, you need:

• a clear goal

• a business model which you think might work

• intuition about where the biggest risks are

If you don’t have the latter, this book will provide you with

tools and frameworks to think critically about that “risk”

piece.

Once you’ve tested enough RATs, then start building some-

thing.
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Finally, the most practical question you can ask yourself once

you’ve identified the riskiest assumption is:

“Is this the smallest thing we can do to test our riskiest

assumption?”



How to track your

assumptions
In practice, assumptions are beliefs that you have which

must be true for your new business venture to work. Usually,

when you are starting out youmake hundreds of assumptions,

simply to get going. To start making progress despite the

uncertainty.

Identifying the riskiest assumptions is an excellent use of your

time up front. Much better than building technology (which is

where almost everyone wants to start). All that said, it doesn’t

really matter how you keep track of this or think about it. Just

that you actually do it.

Economic impact of risk factors

In How to Measure Anything, Douglass Hubbard analyzed

variables that had potential economic impact on the success
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of an IT project in established companies. By economic im-

pact, these are random occurrences which could happen with

significant negative variability. They would be realized as an

unexpected cost. These risk factors included things like: initial

development costs, adoption rate, productivity improvement,

revenue growth and so on.

He evaluated the usefulness of all of these variables and had

the following observations:

The 60 or more major risk/return analyses Iâ€™ve done in

the past 16 years consisted of a total of over 4,000 individual

variables, or an average of a little over 60 variables per model.

Of those, a little over 120 (about 2 per model) required further

measurement according to the information value calculation.

This mirrors the pattern I’ve seenwhenworkingwith startups

and established companies launching new products. Here’s

the pattern with respect to assumptions:
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• Most of assumptions are completely trivial.

• A handful are important.

• And a fewmight be absolutely critical to getting your

business off the ground.

In short, there are hundreds of potential metrics and numbers

you could track. Most of them are irrelevant. Also there is a

cost to checking/monitoring them, so in fact it’s better not to

check and monitor them.

Approach 1: Tracking risk factors

in spreadsheet

For example, when you do financial modelling for a tra-

ditional business plan, you have one tab that lists out the

assumptions you’re making and feeding into the financial

model.

You have to make some kind of revenue projections. What

do you base that on? Instead of just operating in a vac-

uum, you can proactively try to figure out what assumptions

you’re making, and then go run some experiments to validate

whether these assumptions are true.
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Examples of financial assumptions in a business plan | source: immigrate-
manitoba.com

Well, in the case of a new product, you actually want to look at

assumptions a bit wider than just the financial ones. Revenues
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and costs are simply easy to map out, because they’re very

visible. You see money coming in or leaving. But there are a

number of other assumptions which will make or break you.

In short it’s fine to use a spreadsheet, but go beyond just

financial modelling. There are a lot of other assumptions

you’re likely to be making–which can have a material impact

your venture.

Approach 2: Business Modelling

using a canvas tool

To wit, consider that revenues and costs are just 2 of 9 boxes

on Strategyzer’s business model canvas:
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source: draw.io, strategyzer.com

If you don’t have clear customer segments and channels to ac-

quire them, the financial assumptions are arguably irrelevant.

In practice, you make assumptions with respect to all 9 boxes

in your entire business model canvas. If you aren’t deliberate,

you will make them implicitly. Which could be a problem…

Revenue is easy to explain, simply because you need revenue

projections for a financial forecast. But in fact, all nine boxes

are based on assumptions that you’d ideally make explicit and

figure out if they’re true as you execute on your idea.

Looking across the entire business model, one assumption in

any of those boxes can kill your entire new product. This

is exactly why new product development is different than
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running an existing business. In an existing business, the

assumptions underlying the business are proven. And you

are just looking to optimize what’s already working. Here,

you’re potentially starting from scratch. If any of these critical

assumptions are wrong, then your business model and your

plan won’t work. Or won’t work very well, if they’re less

critical.

Approach 3: Going even wider

doesn’t make sense at an early

stage

You can look even wider at longer term trends or risks that

might affect you. But for an organization that doesn’t exist

yet, it’s just not a good use of time if you want to get

something off the ground.

Let’s zoom back to the year 2001, the year of the dot com

crash. The basic technology was already developed for web

consumer companies. And it seemed like every idea ever had

already been tried. I mean, even pets.com had a go. Who

would have thought that you’d need to buy pet food and pet
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toys via a San Francisco based e-commerce entity? From a

entrepreneurship standpoint, the early gold rush of putting

everything which existed online had seemingly ended. And

yet focussing on that fact would have been unproductive.

So while you don’t need to go through hundreds of variables

and studies and groupings, focussing on a limited number of

categories for your business, you get most of the benefit.

Approach 4: The most important

boxes according to published

research

If you want a pointer to focus certain areas, consider this

observation by Tedd Ladd in Harvard Business Review:

In my research with cleantech entrepreneurs, I found that

teams that focused their testing on the triumvirate of target

customer segment, value proposition, and channel per-

formed twice as well as teams that did not spend much

attention on those three categories.

Notice that this isn’t “revenues and costs” as per the tradi-

https://hbr.org/2016/03/the-limits-of-the-lean-startup-method
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tional approach. In fact, this is the best place to spend your

time.

Strategyzer was clever enough to create a “mini-canvas” that

helps focus attention on those boxes + the revenue box. I don’t

think it’s available for download, but that was the gist of it.

It doesn’t matter where you keep

track of assumptions as long as

you do

All in all, it doesn’t really matter what tooling you use to keep

track of this stuff. What matters is that you think it through,

keep track of your thought process, finally gather data to

prove \& disprove your chosen key assumptions. If there are

2 variables which matter, even intuitively, then you’ll be in

much better shape if you at least try to check them. If you

can’t do it quantitatively, by all means do user interviews.

My favorite tool to get start is my own Hero Canvas. Because

I work with a lot of technical people and inventors, they have

the technology side nailed. But they haven’t even thought

through who might be interested in their product. It maps

https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2016/08/introducing-hero-canvas/
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to the customer box in the Strategyzer Busisness Model

Canvas. It’s also one of the three Ladd seemed to suggest

that are worth prioritizing. And ultimately, you’ll only have

a business if you can convince prospects to give your product

a try.

Key takeaways

• You will make hundreds of assumptions to get started on

your new business.

• Most of them will be irrelevant. A few of them will be

absolutely critical. Think through what they are.

• Then document this and figure out how you can gather

some data to validate those assumptions.



How to construct your

test backlog
An easy way to identify the riskiest assumptions is to work

backwards from an imagined failure of the project. Apologies

if this starts off a bit pessimistic; once done, it becomes an

antidote to worry. You’re having a chat with a close friend

or colleague over beers, and you say it would have worked if

it hadn’t been for X. Well, come up with lots of assumptions

worth testing.

• Once you generate a list of these, say at least 20 different

ones

• When you have all of these on the table, categorize

the assumptions into groups which are meaningful for

your idea. In general most startups have assumptions

around customers, product, team, business model, and

financials. If you are creating amulti-sided business, like
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an auction site, be sure include each major group, e.g.

buyers and sellers.

• For each assumption, assign the expected monetary

value of the loss and the probability of it happening

• Multiply the loss * probability, and sort them from

largest down in a spreadsheet

• Once you have a handful of the top assumptions, es-

timate how long it will take you to test the top 5

assumptions.

• Start with the riskiest one and think of how you can test

this assumption.

Once you’ve tested the main assumptions, the data you gather

helps you confront and abolish any big worries you might

have. This list’s completely specific to your product idea. It

doesn’t matter if it worked for anyone else in any market. You

generate quantitative proof of your assumptions are valid or

not before proceeding.

Here is a marketing experiments example based on Brian

Balfour’s work:
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Here is a product experiments example by Never Settle:

Oh, and by the way, be prepared that a few of your big

assumptions won’t be right. That’s the typical experience

of most entrepreneurs with this approach. In fairness, these

false assumptions are the assumptions you want to identify as

soon as possible. You don’t want make decisions still thinking

they’re true.

An excellent resource to help organise your most important

assumptions, especially at an early stage is the Experiment

Board by Trevor Owens and Grace Ng. Here’s how it looks:

http://neversettle.it/buy/business-tools/lean-startup-experiment-tool-template/
http://www.javelin.com/experiment-board.html
http://www.javelin.com/experiment-board.html
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Take a look a Grace’s intro to using it for a quick intro before

you rush off and print a copy.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-5Iyj9A1MU


How to verify your

assumptions

Every block of stone has a statue in-
side it and it is the task of the sculp-
tor to discover it. –Michelangelo

Now that you have all

of the building blocks in

place, you’re probablywon-

dering how to put them all

together. Surprisingly, this

process of testing assump-

tions is a process of elimi-

nation to discover what’s

actually valuable. Similar

to visualizing the statue in

a stone block, you visual-

ize your product idea and how your market will interact with

it. As you test your assumptions you learn. There may be

malformations in the stone or other factors which force you

to adjust your vision. But you keep sculpting, and ultimately
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create something very valuable despite it being slightly differ-

ent from what you originally intended.

The essence of your business model should be able to fit in

one screenful of a spreadsheet. A couple of worksheets will

suffice, for keeping track of:

• the assumptions you want to test

• what you have tested when along with results obtained

• when you made decisions to pivot based on your test

result interpretations

That’s pretty much it. For each test, you’ll want to maintain

a detailed account of what happened during that particular

test, should you need to return to it. I personally like to do

this on paper, but if you have remote collegues, you can use

an online collaboration tool or even google docs to keep track

of everything.

Start With Assumptions About

Your Market

The most critical assumptions to test relate to your choice of

audience, to make sure you understand their motivations and
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their needs. Customers are the only source of revenues and

profits in all businesses. The landing page MVP technique

is quite useful here. It helps you “get real” about what a

specific group of people are actually willing to buywith actual

numbers, as opposed to staying uncertain.

As mentioned previously, the audience’s level of motivation

to buy is critical. It will make or break your business. This

probably the most critical part of your “plan”. The more

targeted your visitors, and the more pain they’re already ex-

periencing, the more they will spend with you. This translates

into both a higher conversion rate and a higher willingness to

spend money with you. In addition, the more motivated your

cold traffic is, the more effective nurturing and relationship-

building will be for you in the future.

Also, the right market size is worth mentioning. On one hand,

you want a large enough market, that it is sustainable for you.

You want to be able to put in effort and then get something

out of it. For a consumer market, you want at least 30,000

searches/month across all targeted keywords. This will ensure

that you have enough traffic to run tests quickly.

For B2B markets, this is much less important because the
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transaction size will be so large that your cost of acquisition

can be quite high relative to the cost of paid traffic. It’s

more important to locate prospects highly motivated to buy.

It is still beneficial to buy enough traffic to help test your

messaging. When an optimized message is put in front of a

prospect later, then they’ll be more likely to buy.

The first assumptions worth verifying relate to your audience:

• what problems they have,

• whether they have the problem you think they do,

• whether they respond to ads that describe the problem

the way thaey would (to their friends for example).

A clear understanding of who you are serving and the prob-

lem you are addressing is the foundation of any successful

business. You can verify this is true using a landing pageMVP.

Implicit Assumptions

In addition to listing out the assumptions you know about

your market and your business idea, take a moment to con-

sider whether you’re making any implicit assumptions. These
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would be assumptions which someone not involved in your

idea would see right away, but that you’re missing simply

because you’re very close to the project.

The truth is: you are at risk of falling prey to your own

implicit assumptions. Implicit assumptions are hidden from

your view, unless if you consciously check if you’re making

any important ones that aren’t true. In particular, look for

“must-haves”. If you must have a particular condition for your

product idea to work, note it down and test it as soon as you

can.

The following are examples, adapted from Milestones for

Successful Venture Planning, of commonly held implicit

assumptions around products:

• Customers will buy our product because we think

it’s a good product

• Customers will buy our product because it’s techni-

cally superior

• Customers will agree with our perception that the

product is “great”

• The product will sell itself

• Distributors are desperate to stock and service the
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product

• We can develop the product on time and on budget

• Competitors will respond rationally

• We will be able to hold down prices while gaining

share rapidly

• We will have no trouble attracting the right staff

• Customers will run no risk in buying from us in-

stead of continuing to buy from their past suppliers



How to test one

specific hypothesis
Usually doing a hypothesis test to confirm that the expected

mean (assuming a normal distribution) is above a pre-deter-

mined cutoff point (signpost). A great resource for structuring

each test is Tristan Kromer’s experiment template, pictured

below.

http://grasshopperherder.com/templates-suck-heres-the-lean-startup-experiment-herder-template/
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Alternatively, if you want to keep track of this electronically,

I’ve found that modifying your workflow management soft-

ware can work quite well. For example, Trello checklists can

be used to create custom task types with the same attributes
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repeated. Here’s an example, also from Grasshopper Herder:

It’s easy to strip this down to just the minimum you need in

order to actually learn, once you have a good handle on it:
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1. Starting with the first test idea, decide on a metric which

corresponds to the assumption you want to test.

There are metrics associated with each chapter in this

book; if the funnel metaphor is appropriate for your

business, then you can use the order suggested here:
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• first ad clickthroughs on the problem,

• then the offer,

• then time on the site,

• and finally conversions to emails or purchases.

In order to move fast, as mentioned in the one day

launch chapter, you can try selling right from the begin-

ning, and then work backwards. If your test fails, you

at least have data you can use to figure out what didn’t

work. Then you can investigate why.

Alternatively, you can work from the customer out-

wards:

• choose a customer,

• identifying the big problems

• finding an offer that addresses that problem,

• then time on the site,

• and finally conversions to emails or purchases.

The difference between the two approaches is that in

first case, you are working with keywords and traffic

sources. In the second, you focus on your ideal persona.

If you have easy access to your ideal persona for inter-

views for example, then that is a good way to go. If you
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don’t, you an try guessing keywords which your ideal

persona would use to search on Google and use that to

obtain immediate access to your ideal audience.

2. Formulate a falsifiable hypothesis using this metric, by

choosing a “signpost” or “cutoff” value of your chosen

metric.

Choosing a signpost value or cutoff means that you

choose a numerical cutoff for your test results. It serves

as a success criterion. If you cross this cutoff, you know

you’ve learned that your assumption is true; otherwise

you’ve learned that you need to reject that assumption.

If you want to learn something, you need to do this

before running an experiment. This is probably the

#1 mistake I see founders and product managers make

when running lean startup tests or creating minimum

viable products. If you create an MVP and you don’t

have a hypothesis with a clear cutoff value or success

criteria on a metric, then your MVP is just a prototype.

Choosing a cutoff frequently feels a bit arbitrary. Your

goals and your context determine what the best signpost

value is for your assumption. At the earliest stages, it’s

good to de-risk your biggest assumptions. Cutoff values
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in that case would be values that would prove that your

product idea wouldn’t be able to work at all.

To make sure that your hypotheses can be supported or

refuted by an experiment, youwill want to consider each

of these elements:

• the exact change or improvement that you are

testing

• what impact we expect the change to have

• who you expect it to impact

• by how much

• after how long

Check out producttalk.org for more on exactly how

to formulate an easily testable hypothesis. Quite often,

entrepreneurs feel overwhelmed after they complete a

test because they haven’t been clear enough about the

hypothesis before they started.

3. Run this experiment

If you are split testing, you can use the tools at:

• http://abtestguide.com/calc/

• http://www.splittester.com/

to test the significance of your results relative to your

cutoff value.

http://www.producttalk.org/2014/11/the-5-components-of-a-good-hypothesis/
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4. Interpret the results.

Test success is good, but test failure is often more valuable

because it means you’re about to learn something. Success

means that this particular assumption is correct, and that you

can proceed to the next test on your list. Alternatively, you

can run through a one day launch sequence, attempting to

sell the same people on a solution. If that succeeds, you’ve

found problem-solution fit.

Failure to hit a signpost value means you need to dig deeper

into why it failed. This reflection is critical to seeding you

next test idea. If you have trouble, this is an excellent type of

question for discussions with mentors or experts.

The conclusion depends on the level of significance of the

test. Also, remember to state your result in the context of the

specific problem.

Aim For Financial Significance

With Pre-testing

Your goal is to make money, not to publish peer-reviewed

academic sociological research. While it’s good to use the
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scientific method to test out a business idea, don’t get lost

in statistical minutae. In particular, rigorous statistical anal-

ysis is a luxury that early stage founders can’t afford. 99%

certainty costs a lot of time and money. As a founder, focus

on financial significance, not the rigorously high bar of

statistical significance to a high level of certainty.

In order to get financial significance, look for big and obvious

winners based on smaller sample sizes. Having a small sample

size introduces additional uncertainty and variation about

the test, in addition to the usual level of uncertainty. Most

frequently, when you are at this stage, you are trying to guess

the average value of a particular characteristic among a large

group of people. In statistical terms, you are using a sample

to find the population mean. At a small sample size, you have

additional statistical error. This error simply means that your

statistical tools need more data in order to be certain of your

outcome. In fact, this error is proportional to the sample size

and the population mean like this:

**Error ∼ standard deviation / (sample size)^(1/2)

Here is what this means visually. If the measure value of

a particular value is 0, and you want to generate a range
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for which you have 95% certainty of the value of the true

population mean, this is howmuch additional variation exists

purely because of the sample size:

source: Tom Hopper

As you can see, at very low sample size the uncertainty is quite

large. While we can’t know the population mean for certain,

we do know that increasing the number of observations

increases our certainty in our estimate of the true variable

value.

Founders frequently question “Is the sample size big enough

to say something meaningful about the population?” This

means that at a small sample size, you’re more likely to reject

a true statement. Just because you don’t see a significant

difference between the value you expect (where significance
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means cutoff vs. calculated sample value), it doesn’t mean

that the difference isn’t there (cutoff vs. actual population

value). If your number of observations is low, you are at the

far left of the graph above (or its equivalent around the value

in your sample). There is still a lot of statistical error around

the value you’ve obtained. If the actual value does lie in the

range of your estimate, you’ll still be quite uncertain as to

whether or not it is actually there, purely due to your small

sample size.

Yet small sample sizes matter, if you can get them to work.

They mean that you can achieve a much higher market test

velocity, cycling through a number of tests in order to obtain

conclusions faster. Especially when starting out, you don’t

have time and you don’t have the money to do rigorous test-

ing at high sample sizes. Assuming each of your observations

costs you a fixed amount (say the same as your CAC), then

if you can obtain more information using the same financial

investment, by running many experiments at smaller samples

sizes.
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Case Study: Brewing A Better Beer

At the turn of the 20th century, William Gosset was a

brewer working for Guinness. Trained as a mathemati-

cian and a chemist, he ended up working at the brewery

because of bad eyesight.

At the time, Guinness was bucking the trend of “brewing

craftsmanship” in brewing beer, where master craftsmen

were the primary way to ensure high quality beer is

produced. Instead, Gosset started to use data science

in order to analyze beer production more rigorously–in

order to increase both quality and output.

Since the brewery gathered lots of data on the beer being

produced, Gosset needed a way to pre-qualify test ideas,

in order to quickly figure out what’s worth testing at

a bigger scale. He ultimately figured out, that having a

small sample size was the critical component to these

“pre-tests”. In order to identify the big tests worth invest-

ing in, he first executed small sample size tests to check

whether it’s even likely that there will be a surprising

outcome.

So for example, if he expected something to be true 70%
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of the time, before he ran a test with 1000 observations,

he ran one with 10 to double check whether it held true

approximately 7 times. If so, then he invested in the larger

test with many observations to get actionable precision.

This type of “pre-testing at small sample sizes” was rev-

olutionary. He later figured out exactly how much ad-

ditional uncertainty existed at small sample sizes, and

published his findings as the “Student’s” distribution,

which is roughly similar to a “normal distribution” with

only a little more uncertainty added by a low number of

observations. Based on this approach of pre-testing, he

was able to invest his time and effort into larger studies

that yielded useful data. If you’d like to find out more,

you’ll need to refer to a statistics textbook or this khan

academy video.

Pre-testing has very high financial significance. The biggest

drain on your resources isn’t doing the statistical analysis.

It’s usually generating the data in the first place, i.e. get-

ting enough data. The single-most important component of

getting “data” at an early stage is being able to hustle and

get in front of enough prospects, in order to generate the

https://www.khanacademy.org/math/probability/statistics-inferential/hypothesis-testing/v/small-sample-hypothesis-test
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/probability/statistics-inferential/hypothesis-testing/v/small-sample-hypothesis-test
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observations in the first place. If you reduce the number of

observations you require to make a decision, the cheaper and

faster you’ll get to an idea that works, assuming there are

detectably big differences.

When you’re at the stage of MVPs and validating your busi-

ness idea, using this pre-testing approach is very helpful to

test unproven assumptions. I’ve found sample sizes of 10 very

helpful when doing customer interviews, as it feels natural

to think in terms of percentages, i.e. 3 out of 10 as 30%.

For example, I was out with a team of friends interviewing

parents of young children, in order to help identify a problem

common to parents of 0-3 year olds. We set a cutoff threshold

of 30% to be the criterion on whether or not they had a

specific problem. We thought they were concerned with child

development. By interviewing 10 people, we expected to get

3 or more yes-es to confirm that we were correct. In practice,

we got 0 out of 10, which clearly meant that our assumption

about child development being a major concern was wrong.

The ideal size of your samples can be quite small, once you’re

ready to start validating something statistically. At a sample

size of 30, the small sample size stopsmaking any difference in
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practice. The range of statistical error gets quite small around

30 in the graph above. If you do any less than 5 independent

samples, it’s hard to take the results seriously.

The range in between is your sweet spot for pre-tests. Ideally,

before you start validating quantitatively, talk with your

prospects and explore their problems. Then try to validate

what the numbers are for a particular type of prospect using

these approaches. Keep your sample sizes relatively small at

first, so that you can cycle through them quickly. As you learn,

you can increase the sample sizes once you can afford to take

more time and acquire a large sample of prospects, in return

for greater certainty in the results you get.

The Painful Suck Of False

Positives

When you are first entering amarket, you’re at amuch greater

risk of thinking something is true, when it isn’t. This happens

for two reasons:

1. Many entrepreneurs fall prey to this simply because

they don’t test (confirmation bias). By not verifying
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important assumptions, you risk wasting a lot of your

resources. You are too smart for that, since you bought

this book.

2. It can also happen because you run a test, and get a

statistical false positive. It tells you your assumption is

true, even though it isn’t. Formally, it’s called a Type I

statistical error.

Believing something that isn’t true–and taking action on it–is

much riskier for entrepreneurs than a false negative. It’s much

cheaper to reject a lot of options early on, even if they may

be true assumptions, before you get emotionally invested in

them.

Type I error comes from thinking you are always right in

your assumptions, even though in practice you’re almost

guaranteed to be wrong in some cases. It’s jumping the gun.

For example, let’s say you came up with a product for preg-

nant men. This implicitly assumes that men get pregnant.

You speak to Arnold Schwarzenegger’s character on the film

Junior. So your test had a sample size of 1. Beyond this,

you didn’t test for this assumption. That would result in an

audience-related false positive, which would result in a waste
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of time and money, if you invested any further time or money

into that product idea.

While you’re unlikely to encounter such an extreme exam-

ple in practice, having unfounded assumptions about your

audience is a big challenge. Even Steve Jobs, who explicitly

didn’t think much of market surveys, acknowledged that the

consumer is an expert in what his problem is.

In the context of launching a new product, it’s cheaper and

less risky to reject an assumption and the associated product

idea, than to accept it. For example, let’s you just concluded

that a test for an important assumption. Your small sample

test (of 10 for example) had just failed. You cannot be certain

that this particular assumption is true. Even though it’s a

difficult pill to swallow if you like the product idea, it’s

typically cheaper for you to start pursuing a different product

idea, than to try re-running the test at a larger sample size

(of 30) in order to reduce your statistical error. Assuming the

CAC is the same in both cases, for the cost of running that

larger sample size test, you can run 3 small sample size tests.

Early on, three small tests will be more useful.

More importantly, you need to be careful about the assump-
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tions you accept as true based on small sample size research.

This is true, regardless of whether or not the assumption is

actually true! As long as you’re working with small sample

sizes in order to explore a new idea, it’s easy to explore an

idea. Before you invest a big chunk of money into developing

a product based on those assumptions, it would be smart to re-

verify whether certain assumptions are true at larger samples

sizes. If you accept something as true at a small sample size,

only to find out that your product faces a big problem later

because one of your early pre-tests fell prey to statistical error,

then you only have yourself to blame. A good time to re-verify

assumptions would be after a round of funding which also

accommodates for the re-testing of your assumptions to verify

that they still hold true at larger samples sizes.

Test One Assumption At A Time

If you have many moving parts at once, it’s harder to see

exactly what’s happening. A test that you do which is incon-

clusive, because of interactions among variables, is a waste

of your time and effort. Be clear on exactly what metric you

want to test, and on the success criteria (or threshold cutoff)
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for that one metric. It’s better to spend a few more minutes

structuring and detailing the test up front, so that you end up

with a clear outcome.

If you test one assumption at a time, you don’t lose informa-

tion. You construct each test in order to prove or disprove

one specific metric. This way you can take immediate action

right after you’re done. Otherwise, you have to take into

account interactions. So for example, if you are testing two

metrics, you need to account for how much changes in the

first metric influence the second one. Try to identify the value

of a particular metric, holding everything else “constant”;

otherwise it just gets messy rather quickly.With threemetrics,

you have two potential interactions, etc.

Testing one metric at a time is particularly important for

founders struggling with feeling overwhelmed. If you just

create and release a prototype, for example, how do you make

sense of what happens after it’s released. Gut feeling is useful

for making snap decisions, but in the longer term, it doesn’t

teach you anything you don’t already know.
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How Much Does One Spend?

The fastest way to complete tests is to use clickthrough rates

on advertising as a pre-test proxy. Once you get clickthroughs,

you can figure out the offer of a specific solution. Then you

can use it to test landing pages that describe the prospect’s

problem. Then you can interview customers who purchased

your product, either in a real or simulated environment.

You have full control over your advertising spend, so you’re

in the driving seat. If you have identified a problem your

prospect faces, and you’re using the persona’s language to

describe the problem, an ad will resonate well. Each ad will be

clicked on; the only question is howmuch and by whom. And

for decent keywords, it will have hundreds if not thousands

of potential views every day in front of your ideal audience.

This makes it easy to iterate through tests.

Actual spend should always be proportional to the size of your

entire budget for a project. When there is a lot of uncertainty

and money on the line, the simplest way to limit risk is to

reduce the amount you invest in a particular idea. That way

you get the potential upside of the idea, without risking much
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of a loss. Decide on a small testing budget for each ad or

ad group. Write down what you expect will happen. Choose

signposts which indicate whether an important assumption

about your customer or idea is true. Then run the test.

You are essentially buying market intelligence at this stage.

Information. Expect to lose 100% of your budget in return

for information, so keep the budget small. Remember that

the average failed business in the US costs the would-be

founder around $25,000. By running a handful of tests for,

say $100 each, you gain intelligence. You drastically reduce

the chance of that happening. If each test costs you .4% of

that negative outcome, you increasing your chances of prof-

itability by weeding out all of the bad ideas and assumptions

similar to Michelangelo’s approach to creating sculptures.

As soon as you use up each test’s budget, take a look at the

results. You’ll find out how many people viewed the ad, how

many clicked it, and how much you paid for the experiment.

You can also compare these values to the total estimated

market size in that keyword.

Alternatively, once you are ready to send traffic from an ad

to a landing page, you can try sending them to a landing page
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provided by one of the providers in the resources section at

the end of this book. Some of them, like QuickMVP, give you

an option to collect signups or test price points. All you need

to do is write a simple product description and put an image

or two into it. If you are taking this approach, even if the clicks

are more expensive due to a lower landing page quality score,

you’ll gather metrics about conversion–which are the single

best indicators of both idea quality and progress.

After you are satisfied you’ve identified latent demand with

the conversion rates you are achieving, try to interview

the prospects that have converted. Talk to them about their

problem, so that you understand it in depth. Offer to help

them and provide valuable support or service in return. Alter-

natively, try using Google’s click to call extension to interview

prospects directly from an ad.

Don’t make the mistake of mixing this up with figuring

out which source of prospects is the most appropriate for

your idea. Figuring out whether prospects convert on your

idea must be done, and done quickly, regardless of whether

AdWords are a profitable source of customers for you. After

you are happy that you have a decent conversion rate once
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people get to your site, you can thenmove on to trying a lower

cost approach to acquiring paying customers. You can use an

approach like the one detailed in the book Traction, to identify

the sources of traffic that have a lower customer acquisition

cost or takes advantage of a different engine of growth, such

as a viral one.

How Many Experiments Should

You Run?

The more, the better–if you want to create something unique

and groundbreaking. Soviet inventor Genrich Altschuller cre-

ated the “Theory of Inventive Problem Solving”, or TIPS. In

the original Russian, it’s called TRIZ. TRIZ’s a massive topic

in its own right, providing a systematic methodology for

solving problems creatively.

Apparently even creativity can be systematized.

Anyway.

While Altschuller reads quite heavily in the translated English

version, he shares nuggets of wisdom–which are very relevant

for product entrepreneurs.
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For example, he pored over about 40,000 patent filings, mining

for insight and inspiration. It turned out, that there were

clear patterns in how inventors approached problem solving.

Depending on the type of challenge being addressed, the num-

ber of experiments the inventors did made the technological

breakthrough even greater.

This shows exactly what’s required if you want to create a

breakthrough product. Most commercialized products which

are “revolutionary” will require at least 10,000 well-thought

out experiments. The basic point here is that you need to

experiment a lot in order to really create something new.

You don’t knowwhich of your experiments will reveal insight.

If you aren’t doing thousands of them, then you ain’t gettin’
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none.

The takeaway here is clear. Everyone wants quick results.

Sometimes they do happen. I’m all for being optimistic.

More often than not, though, you’ve got to run a lot of

experiments systematically in order to really get beyond

conventional wisdom.

If you want to discover a counter-intuitive truth, you’ve got

a lot of experiments to run. So get started already!

Taking this into the marketing realm, before you even start

your technical experiments like Altschuller, you can run

marketing experiments with a landing page MVP. Figure out

what your market wants. What problems they have. What

keeps them up at night.

While it would be nice and profitable to get quick results use

“hacks” that have worked for others, anyone who is following

a structured experimentation process will win out in the long

run. Start with the obvious tips and traffic sources which you

hear about. Then, move on to marketing techniques which

no one else is using. If they’re small experiments, you can

afford to figure out howmuch your customer acquisition cost

is for each one, and then decide whether youwant to continue
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pursuing a particular option.

A good question to ask is how many experiments are you

running each week? If this is not at least 1, you are not going

to get very far. Or other startups who are will run circles

around you. Or you are trying to cram too much into one

test, not really telling you anything useful.

This is more of a product or operational metric. Basically, the

more thorough and organized you are with this, the faster you

will learn what you need to know. It never ceases to amaze

me, how documenting my own hypothesis and metric before

running an experiment is very useful, when interpreting the

result. Because it’s so easy to twist the results into what you

want them to mean.

Most of the major technical breakthroughs result from lots

and lots of experiments. They explore an area or technology

with a lot of unknowns, including “unknown unknowns”.

That’s why they’re surprising for everyone outside the found-

ing team. Here’s a breakdown of roughly the number of ex-

periment trials required to create a certain type of invention,

based on patent filings.
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numbers of experiments needed to achieve a breakthrough product

While this looks only at technology, the same principle is true

in the case of proving the businessmodel and finding a growth

engine. By focussing only on tactics, you end up using exactly

the same tactics as everyone else. So if everyone is reading the

same 3-4 sources for ideas and trying exactly the same tactics

at the same time, the tactics tend to quickly become useless.

This the law of shitty clickthroughs happening–one growth

hack a time. It’s so difficult and yet so vital to differentiate,

if you are using exactly the same tactics as everyone else in

your industry. Growth or business level experiments, and lots

of them, are the only way to really discover an effective way

of growing a startup.

Also, if you aren’t running any experiments, you are only

http://andrewchen.co/the-law-of-shitty-clickthroughs/
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delaying “learningmoments”. And if you do ultimately fail for

one reason or another, it’s because you’ve delayed so many

“learning moments” for so long, that reality comes crashing

down on you. And usually this results in the Dunning Kruger

effect. You are just clueless, and being confident in what

you’re doing only makes it harder to discover you are actually

clueless. It’s also a different way of looking at cycle time,

which is an important indicator for people like Sam Altman

of YCombinator.

When Not to Test

If you are trying something completely foreign to you, you’re

better off just trying to do it first directly. This helps reduce in-

ternal resistance. Then once you have some direct experience,

you can formulate tests.

For example, at the very beginning of any start venture, I’m

a big fan of customer interviews. Before you start making

structured experiments or brainstorming a business model,

it’s worth speaking to five prospects or customers in your

target niche. The way I think about this: get to know them

well. Confront your assumptions about them. I’ve found this

http://mitadmissions.org/blogs/entry/lessons-on-how-to-start-a-hard-tech-startup-with-sam-altman
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to be very valuable. Quite often a couple of loose discussions

help understand the market’s motivations. They give you

some raw material to formulate a problem hypothesis. This

technique also helps you figure out how to address difficult

pre-conditions. For example, before you run a customer dis-

covery experiment, you need to figure out how to reach your

target niche. By allowing yourself to play with a few different

approaches, you get comfortable with customer acquisition

before you take a structured testing approach.

Another area I’ve found this helpful is with technical inves-

tigations. Quite often you are considering a few technical

solutions to a specific technical problem. It’s often better to

decide on a timebox and let yourself play with the alterna-

tives. Build a prototype. In fact, there is a technical pattern

called the “walking skeleton”. Check out Pryce and Freeman’s

Growing Object Oriented Software Guided by Tests for more

information. If you build out the infrastructure without any

details, that will often give you some insight into non-techni-

cal factors like maintainability, scalability, and security. Once

you have a working skeleton, it will frequently be obvious

which approach is best.
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The rationale is simple. Starting anything new requires a

lot of effort. For example, one of the best pieces of advice I

got when I was significantly overweight was to go the gym,

sign up, and then go home. Then only go to the gym for a

few days and don’t exercise. This makes it easy to start and

build anticipation for actually doing the work. This lays the

groundwork for establishing a new habit. It increases your

own familiarity with the environment.

It’s also a lot better to do something than nothing, as long

as you learn a lot. Even though it’s initially unstructured,

you are almost guaranteed to end up exploring “unknown-

unknowns”. This is time very well spent. If you need to learn

a new skill or meet a type of person who you don’t know that

well, then not_testing helps keep the pressure low. It helps

prevent procrastination. And you learn.

And then when you’re ready to formulate an experiment, you

have recent experience in all of the skills required to run that

experiment. All you need to do at that point is articulate a

hypothesis and test it.



Why customer

outcome discovery

trumps product

discovery
Discovery, at the product level, makes a lot of sense. You need

to figure out exactly what product needs to be built, so that

you build something that will hit a sweet spot for your cus-

tomer. However, what that customer cares about isNOT your

product. It’s the outcome your product helps them achieve.

Outcomes are clearest in a B2B context. Almost all enterprise

sales are driven by 4 factors: increasing revenues, decreased

cost, decreased risk, or improved customer experience. For

consumers, this isn’t always clear cut. In many cases, though,

there are specific objectives the customer is trying to achieve.

And yet, discovering client or stakeholder ideal outcomes is
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more important than discovering products. It might sound

like an academic distinction that has little practical meaning.

But actually shifting from products to outcomes is the most

important step in moving from a “my company” focus

to a “customer-centric” focus. Because a product is still

something that only you and your team cares about. An

outcome is the main thing your customer cares about.

The Copernican Revolution of focusing your product development
around your customer

Instead, I think the core learning process my team goes

through is how to achieve specific business outcomes for

specific people as quickly as possible. Usually this is a case

of being laser focussed on only what must be shipped first in

order to achieve those outcomes.

All other ideas are added to the backlog and delayed until after

the immediate next release. Any time spent analyzing them,
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developing them, testing them, or reporting on them delays

your current release. And your highest priority outcome.

Counterintuitively, this includes longer term activities like

planning, estimation, or budgeting.

If you allow all of these other features to creep into your

release, you are delaying the possibility of achieving your

customer’s outcome. And your customer has to achieve their

outcome before you can achieve yours. That is the true total

cost of incrementally adding the extra features. Not just the

extra product team time (regardless of how much more time

it does require).

https://blog.launchtomorrow.com/2019/09/why-building-for-the-entire-market-bloats-timeframes-and-what-to-do-instead/
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Let’s gather round the pork barrel and see who negotiates what

The fact of thematter is that it’s not worth aligning around big

laundry lists of features that go into a release. Because it then

becomes a case of pork barrel politics in favor of individual

stakeholders in a larger company. If that is going on, the main

goal or outcome of a release is already difficult to see. And

everyone wants to get in their piece of pork.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pork_barrel
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When do you know you have a

useful outcome?

Let’s say you have 200 possible features you can build and

ship. Of that 200, you can combine them into subsets that

achieve a particular benefit for one or more clients. These

clients can be external or internal. So the goal of a release

is to make that subset small enough to make an impact for at

least one person. Possibly a few people. Or one client.

1. A Specific Person, Company, or

Role in a NarrowMarket Segment

You have one specific person or at least persona in mind.

You can use the Hero Canvas, or not, doesn’t matter. But

it’s important to frame discussions of value around people

impacted.
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Having a specific person in mind grounds your effort. Most

of the meaning around products will be based on how they

impact your customer’s lives. How it plays into the stories

they already tell themselves about their struggles and efforts.

Also, by choosing a specific persona or person, you choose

an angle or perspective. Similar to the Copernican revolution,

you “choose your sun”. This is what gives life to your business,

not the other way around.

New technologies can be applied in a number of different

markets or segments. And the details will vary widely based

on which segment you choose. For example, you invent a way

for drones to collaborate autonomously. This invention can

be used in agriculture, military, construction, oil exploration,

or games. In each case, it’s the same base technology, but

you will prioritize different first features for each one as

you productize the technology for each application in each
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segment. Without targeting a specific market, all you have is

a clever invention.

2. Their success metric

You have an understanding of their motivations, metrics, and

how they define their own success. Again this is often clearer

in a B2B context. Here’s an example of different metrics with

an HR department:

focus on the right metric–one which customers actually care about

The problem [our failed startup] set out to tackle, reduc-

ing turnover and improving new hire performance, was felt

acutely by our buyers (CHROs / Heads of Talent). It was NOT

felt acutely by our users (recruiters). Recruiters are mea-
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sured against average time-to-hire, not new hire retention

or performance. We were trying to improve outcomes about

which users would pay lip service, but which didnâ€™t impact

their paychecks or promotions. –Sam Stone of @ansarotech

By choosing a person or group of people, they will be measur-

ing themselves against particular metrics, such as the average

time-to-hire for recruiters. By helping that person with that

metric, you improve their life. Provide value. Whether you

do that with a product, service, article, app, or anything else

doesn’t really matter to them. It matters a lot to you. But to

you only.

3. No side effects

You aren’t causing unintended side effects that matter to

that person. To counter-balance the previous point, if you

significantly do improve one metric but damage something

else that matters to that person, then they won’t be interested.
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Like taking aspirin for a headache and getting a stomachache as a result

Let’s say your product speeds up the average time to hire

for recruiters, but it requires that they work 12 hours days

in order to achieve that outcome. In particular, they need

to stay at work for 4 extra hours per day, to maintain the

information about candidates in your SaaS app. For many

recruiters, this will be an unacceptable side effect, as they

will have to sacrifice family time also, in order to achieve the

outcome.

4. Easy to execute or confirm

If you are at a validation stage, it should be easy to validate

what the outcomes are by talking to those customers.
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Make it easy, so that it’s done quickly

If you are already building product, this implies you have built

your product in a way that is cheap to release. In the software

case, this means you are using a lot of automated software

testing. So you are sure of exactly what is in the product and

what is working. And you can release as soon as all of your

tests pass. Better to commit to fewer features, but only release

ones that work.

If you are in a big company, it should be easy to get alignment

around a particular outcome. There can be multiple conflict-
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ing agendas of the stakeholders, and it may be difficult to

agree what the intended outcome is. Figuring this out takes

time, but it’s still relatively the fastest path to the outcome, if

you want to work sustainably.

The challenge with outcome discovery is often that the #1

or #2 are unclear. And after they become initially clear, they

often change.

Case Study

Sometimes you discover a smaller, nearer term outcome that

helps align everyone as an incremental step. For example, in

an enterprise software case, it can be worth helping a different

stakeholder in the shorter term.

Giving a salesperson something to demo, before delivering

an initial release only directly to a client. The salesperson has

a lower bar. She only needs to build a picture and narrative

around the product. She don’t need it to be fully functional,

taking care of all edge cases and side effects.
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What if my releases require

Herculean efforts?

Release scopes need to be as small as possible, and organized

around specific outcomes which you are trying to achieve.

Because this means it gets out to customers faster. And you

achieve the outcomes faster.

If releases are really big, then quite possibly, that’s the most

productive outcome you need to address. It makes more sense

to streamline your existing processes, before it’s even worth

looking at creating new products. If you don’t streamline

first, you’ll create resource locks among partially finished and

unreleased products all over the place.
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Actual time frames will vary significantly by industry. A good

general rule of thumb nowadays is amaximumof amonth, for

any product that doesn’t have a manufacturing component.

For example, you’re unlikely to be able to build an oil tanker

in a month. But you could come up with a design prototype

for one in a month.

Why discovering outcomes first

matters even more than

discovering product

The person being helped decides whether your help was

valuable. It doesn’t matter how much effort or resources or

blood you lost, if it’s not relevant to your target customer.

Usually, product teams don’t spend nearly enough time to

getting deep enough into the customer’s world. They don’t

need to at first, but at that point they are relying a lot more on

luck than they care to admit. Taking beta they don’t need to.

Even using the word product already pre-supposes a solution.

Namely, that it’s a product. As opposed to a number of other

solutions, like a service.
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Key Takeaways

• True outcome discovery and alignment is even more

valuable than product discovery at an early stage.

• Outcomes focus you on people for whom you want

to create an impact, as this will ultimately drive your

success.

• A well-chosen outcome needs: a clear person affected, a

metric they use to evaluate the outcome, no side effects,

and easy and clear path to execution



Why founder-market

fit helps mitigate your

risk
Back in the day, I was looking into entering the weight loss

market with a SaaS solution or coaching services. In theory,

it sounded like a great idea. I based it on a “signature success”

story of my own. Based on that success, I thought I could

provide value, help others achieve the same.

What I didn’t consciously realize was that most of that actual

market was very different from me. I was a young, somewhat

nerdy guy, the type of guy who got excited about techie stuff

and spreadsheets. And that’s how I achieved what I did in the

context of weight loss.
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Hmm…business opportunity?

At the time, you could easily buy paid Google advertising. It

was a learning environment where I tried a lot of the tech-

niques that are now part of the Launch Tomorrow method:

driving traffic to landing pages, getting sign ups, interviewing

customers and gathering surveys, and using it all to pre-test

and build up a marketing message. Use spreadsheets and

numbers to figure it out. After some desk research, I put up a

survey and bought google ads on keywords related to weight

loss.

But the weight loss market, the people who were actively

spending money and trying to change the fact they were
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overweight, were women roughly twice my age. Even though

being overweight equally affected both men and women

across the age ranges, the _market_ was very different. The

ones willing to spend money. After doing all this market

research, I realized my survey responses mirrored market

research reports. Roughly 90% of the market was female. Not

50-50, as I implicitly expected at first. Then I connected the

dots that 89% of the survey responses were fromwomen twice

my age living in small towns.

Weight loss market breakdown

Given that was true, I was at a natural marketing disadvan-

tage right from the beginning because I was harder to relate

to:

1. I’m not a doctor and I’m not planning on going to
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medical school just to look credible

2. I’m not a woman and I’m not planning on becoming one

for the purposes of this startup idea

3. my approach of apps and spreadsheets wouldn’t have

naturally appealed to this market anyway, so they were

likely to struggle with my process and not have it solve

the problem.

It would have been a hard sell, and also likely to be less

effective than it was for me. I’d lost faith that I’d be able to

achieve results sustainably for this market once I realized the

nature of themarket. These natural disadvantages I had in this

market were ones that I couldn’t easily change about myself.

Best to cut my losses and get out. Founder-market fit wasn’t

there. In this case, it had marketing implications for me as a as

a founder and being perceived as a relatable expert entering a

market, even though I knewmy process/product was effective.

It was a great market, just not a great market for me to enter,

at least as a solo founder.
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Hence the importance of

“founder-market fit”

Josh Kopelman, co-founder of First Round Capital, posits that:

6/ Most founders spend <5% of their time on idea [market]

selection, yet I believe that “the pick” accounts for >50% of

startup success/failure 7/ Observation #1)Many founders rush

“the pick”. If you’re spending the next 5-10 yrs of your life

doing something, pick your idea wisely.

Choosing the right market to pursue is one of the key de-

cisions an early stage founding team makes. Even though

there are a lot of considerations, fortunately you can iterate to

the right combination for you and your team with systematic

testing. And the founders themselves are an important part of

that decision, which they often miss (as I did above).
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The startup world bandies around the term “founder/market

fit” (FMF). Founder/market fit: the founders have a deep

understanding of the market they are entering. They have

relevant knowledge, skills, and experience. Besides that, they

have strengths or characteristics. Ultimately, these founder

factors help them gain a natural competitive advantage. Build

a moat. Theoretically, anyone can test a market test in the

abstract or hire an agency to do it for them. But there are

markets which a specific founding team will be more likely

to succeed in, based on founder/market fit.

And as venture capitalist Chris Dixon says, founder/market

fit can serve as a leading indicator “of whether a startup

https://cdixon.org/2011/06/19/foundermarket-fit
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will achieve product/market fit”. Successful founders use their

experience to prevent premature scaling. They find it easier

to test a value hypothesis using customer discovery, because

they have ready access to customers.

There’s three major reasons why getting founder-market fit

right makes a difference:

1. Strongly tied to how founders expect to acquire cus-

tomers

2. Choosing a high growth market

3. Getting the right founding team composition for your

business model

Strongly tied to how the founders

expect to acquire customers

Here’s why: founders often default to what they know. They

expect to acquire customers from market segments they can

reach easily, especially if short on time. And if a segment

fits well, growth is easier to execute. If founders can build on

pre-existing contacts and specialized knowledge, for example

enterprise purchasing processes, this can be a major feather
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in their caps. At least compared to founders who are green.

The marketing and sales knowledge in particular is important,

particularly in relatively established markets:

Often new ventures can operate in the same domain as

previous experience (i.e. founder-market fit), but the way

customers are acquired is different. For example, elephant-

hunting enterprise software sales leaders aren’t really a good

fit as self-service hosted software founders, even if the core

business software vertical is right in their wheelhouse. A killer

paid online acquisition guru isn’t a good fit for a venture

which requires fostering an open source community for adop-

tion. And sometimes domain expertise can’t be relied on at all

when markets are entirely new it’s much more challenging to

have founder-market fit for a VR startup when the category

didn’t meaningfully exist a few years ago. However, you

can still have founder-go-to-market fit in an emerging or

entirely new market because the methodology for customer

engagement can rhyme with what founders have done in the

past.

(genuinevc.com)

Ditto on the consumer side. Someone with experience in a

https://genuinevc.com/2016/11/29/founder-go-to-market-fit/
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particular industry will sense patterns, how marketing works

in that space. And also will have industry friends who can

help, if needed.

You need not commit up front. Before you know anything.

Which is also why it’s best not to obsess over the choice. There

are techniques like Justin Wilcox’s now classic SPA scorecard

to help you get out of the building and to start speaking with

prospects. The customer discovery process will not only tell

you a lot about the prospects but also about your own ability

to acquire them. If you can’t acquire customers for interviews,

how are you going to build a high growth business in that

market segment?

https://customerdevlabs.com/2012/08/23/prioritizing-customer-segments-with-excel/
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High growth markets will buoy

up the business

If you are entering a new business, there are several potential

approaches. The most “long-term” approach to starting a

business is to enter a market hockey-sticking into a high

growth phase:

• You usually sell based on the merits of your offering,

not being forced to steal customers away from the

competition.

• A significant portion of your sales will happen due to

market growth, i.e. new people or companies actively

looking for a product like yours.

• A good heuristic for market entry is the Star Principle

from BCG’s matrix, as described in Richard Koch’s book

of the same name: aim for a market leadership in a high

growth market with new products

• From a practical perspective, Steve Jobs used the term

“markets in ascendancy” to prioritize product ideas for

launch, for his approach of introducing a well-designed

alternative to other products in the category

https://www.amazon.com/Star-Principle-How-make-rich-ebook/dp/B00371V6Q6/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&amp%3Bqid=1598875339&amp%3Bsr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/Star-Principle-How-make-rich-ebook/dp/B00371V6Q6/ref=tmm_kin_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&amp%3Bqid=1598875339&amp%3Bsr=8-1
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If you take this criterion of growing markets to heart, you

significantly increase your overall chances for success. Many

of your potential product ideas won’t pass this criterion.

Filter them out at the beginning. You’re left the ideas which

have better shot at high growth. You buy market share at a

discount.

It also means the product is likely to be around for longer. De-

mand for a new product tends to be highest at the beginning

of its life-cycle. If the demand is growing, it’s still early days

for the product category.

https://www.launchtomorrow.com/2015/02/raise-funding-lean-startups/
https://www.launchtomorrow.com/2015/02/raise-funding-lean-startups/
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Founder core competencies are

surprisingly a strategic decision

In a small business single-owner scenario like my weight loss

one, the founder’s strengths and weaknesses matter dispro-

portionately for a given market. Yet tech startup investors like

Paul Graham (@paulg) advise havingmultiple founders. Each

with different relative strength. That strength can come from

experience, background, personality, or some other source.

This co-founder owns a function in that startup, where they

are naturally strong. In addition to playing to cofounder

strengths, this approach divides up the seemingly endless

workload with accountability, both among themselves and

also to the external world. Each relative strength maps to

a “key activity”. The key activities box (on a @strategyzer

business model canvas) defines how you deliver the value

proposition:
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The key activities box on your business model canvas

The basic principles is: one founder per key activity. Depend-

ing on exactly who you have in your founding team, you’re

much better equipped to go after different markets.

For example, you’ve invented an IoT device for agriculture. It

gathers data about weather and soil conditions. The obvious

starting point is manufacturing and selling devices. But is that

your best option? For example, you can give the device away,

yet sell services and data. Use machine learning or statistics

based on the data that the devices gather. If that’s the case,

then you need data expertise in your founding team. Themain
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technical person is ideally a machine learning and software

specialist, as opposed to a hardware manufacturing expert.

In these scenarios, a market opportunity exists. You just need

appropriate people, each with a different strength. One in

each part of the business. To deliver. And ideally each expert

trusts the decisions made in other areas. To move fast as a

company. Your competitors operating in the same market will

also be trying to achieve the same. Your ability to deliver is

often a differentiator.
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What about industry outsiders as

successful founders?

For every founding team who bring a wealth of experience

to a successful startup, there is a story of a founding team

industry outsiders. They go on to raging success. They bring a

new perspective, and as a result, they notice opportunities that

incumbents take for granted. The sacred cows aren’t sacred to

them. Often, they don’t know any better. Or they deliberately

go contrarian.

For example, Laura Behrens Wu is the founder and CEO

of Shippo, a logistics and shipping software platform for e-
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commerce merchants. Laura had:

• no technical background so little intuitive understand-

ing of her technical audience.

• never worked for an e-commerce company so did not

have the domain knowledge to understand their needs

which would come naturally after years of living in their

shoes.

• In short, she was an outsider.

Yet according to @bussgang, Wu has navigated Shippo to

becoming one of the leading online shipping platforms in the

world, with 80 employees and $30 million raised from top

investors such as USV and Bessemer.

These startups are often the outliers in terms of growth, as

they are systematic with testing and discover opportunities

that everyone else misses. They don’t know industry best

practices, so they set out to discover and form their own.

Or like the case of AirBnB. First they ignore you. Then they

ridicule you. And then they attack you and want to burn you.

And then they build monuments to you. This is a much harder

andmore expensive path, but also significantlymore lucrative

https://medium.com/@bussgang/the-outsiders-defying-the-myth-of-founder-market-fit-3efdfde2a812
https://www.launchtomorrow.com/2019/11/why-your-riskiest-assumption-is-a-great-place-to-start-with-any-new-product-or-idea/
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when you create a new product category—and proceed to lead

it.

Summary

In short, pay close attention to the market you choose. This

one decision can significantly affect the outcome of your

startup journey. Fortunately, you can iterate and learn; how-

ever, many founders miss the strategic importance of this

choice, particularly with respect to the composition of their

founding team. It’s also a decision you need to need to commit

to early on, so dithering too long can also have unsavory

consequences for your business.

Essentially, either your founders need to be capable of gen-

erating rapid growth within a well established vertical, or be

willing to create a new vertical. This is true from a marketing

perspective, but also from an operational perspective. Both

require specialized knowledge in many industries. Founder-

market fit ultimately ensures you can deliver a meaningful

experience for that chosen market.
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Key Takeaways

• Being similar to your market is a marketing asset, par-

ticularly in consumer markets

• Experience selling to your initial market segment can

help, depending on how appropriate that sales experi-

ence is to the new product

• Founder strengths map to key activities in your business

model, thus an important link in founder-market fit

• When creating a new market or market category, previ-

ous knowledge of industry “best practices” can become

a blind spot instead of helping



Epilogue: why

minimum viable

products are how to

continue testing
While that’s a tall order, a minimum viable product (MVP)

takes you initial learning fromRATs and feeds it into a sellable

prototype, to continue your learning beyond the initial tests.

An MVP has a high return on investment versus the risk,

where you still invest as little as possible to get as much return

from it as you can. Steve Blank says that in the case of anMVP,

“you’re selling the vision and delivering the minimum feature

set to visionaries, not everyone.”

Even though it didn’t originate from there, the term MVP

was popularized by The Lean Startup. It’s become a part of

everyday startup-speak. Nevertheless, 9 out of 10 founders
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I meet are unfortunately confused about exactly what a

minimum viable product is and what it’s used for.

For one, what’s most important about it? That it’s minimal?

That it’s viable? Or that it’s even a product? In my opinion,

it’s none of the above. An MVP is primarily a tool to learn, to

test. The most important parts of an MVP is knowing exactly

what you’re testing, being sure that you’re testing something

important, and having clear success criteria defined before

you even build it. In short, that it’s an experiment you create

in order to test an important assumption. Once you have

this in place, you can figure out how much product you

need to build (if any) in order to test that assumption. That’s

what keeps your product minimal, as you only build as many

features as you must.

For another, why does this matter?

Because the strategic thinking behind what to build as a

minimum viable product is just as important as theMVP itself.

You need to figure out what your riskiest assumptions are,

and then construct tests to validate whether it’s worthmoving

forwards with a specific niche or product idea. In practice, this

definition clearly cuts out your work for you, as a tech startup
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founder. It’s your job to run experiments, and learn what your

audience needs, until the point where they’re banging down

your door in order to have the pleasure or even the right to

pay you for more of your product or service.

A minimum viable product

enables you to release earlier

The minimum viable product encompasses the essence of the

Launch Tomorrow ethos. AnMVP helps go through one cycle

of feedback. Eric Reis warns “Customers don’t care how long

something takes to build. They only care if it serves their

needs.” You also need to already have a customer chosen in

order to be addressing a customer’s need. The main goal of

an MVP is to learn about the customer and the market. You

want to validate or reject your hypotheses.

Let’s say you want to build a software company helping peo-

ple learn foreign languages. Entrepreneur Derek Sivers points

out that you can get started by just scheduling a language

teaching session. It’s verymanual. It’s not automated at all. At

the same time, it’s an extremely high-bandwidth way to learn
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about your customers’ needs. Most importantly, it’s useful

for them. Once you have some experience delivering this

type of service, you have much better chance of successfully

prototyping a solution which addresses the same customer’s

need.

You identify one specific need the customer already has. You

learn what the customer thinks about it, how they dream they

could overcome the problem. You hear them vent about their

frustration. You dig deep into specific aspects. You seek out

find you can address. You find out how your customer thinks

about the problem. This is gold. It helps you identify where

to focus your efforts, so that you address what your customer

finds the most vexing.

By focusing on the must-have features only, you release a

product or a service that addresses a particular need. It’s

rudimentary. Yet it works. It might not even require a line of

code. Must-have features are essentially all related to specific

changes you want to induce. Your target customer will not

consider the product valuable otherwise. Develop the highest

value & must have features first. If the product ends up

being successful, then in fact, these are the extremely valuable
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core product features. They define the product. If it’s not

successful, then try to repackage the core with a new set of

extra features, in order to go into a different niche.

Examples

While there are many examples of MVPs online, the four most

common types include:

• Concierge/Wizard of Oz MVP: provide a personalized

service in order to interact with your audience, either in

person or by hiding behind a web page

• Video MVP: create a detailed trailer video which gets

people excited about your product idea, in order to

gather proof of interest (emails usually)

• Landing Page MVP: create a single landing page, send

cold traffic to it, and confirm a sufficient number of the

incoming prospects buy the product in simulated or real

conditions

• Presell or Crowdfund: openly fundraise for a product

by selling it and building a community around it before

it’s built
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Each of these four types of MVP from The Lean Startup can

be used as tools to verify assumptions that you have about

your prospective audience and how to reach them. They are

prototypes that can be used to verify your audience, business

or product assumptions. If you want to find out more, I highly

recommend reaching for and reading/re-reading The Lean

Startup or checking out the examples on my blog.

Of the above, the Landing Page MVP is the most important

in my opinion, because it is used to narrow down and focus

your attention and resources to what is most likely to work

out. While the details will always depend on exactly what

your product idea is, here is a path that uses the various MVP

types at a good point:

http://blog.launchtomorrow.com/
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Together with advertising, the landing page MVP is used at

each step to validate whether you’ve correctly validated the

problem, whether the offer is attractive, and whether people

are willing to buy what you’re offering. Most business ideas

will require this type of validation at some stage, although you

might need to modify the above to your particular business

idea.

I go into a lot more detail about how to use Landing Page

MVPs successfully in my bestselling book Launch Tomorrow).

I’d recommend picking that up when you have gathered

enough information, and you’re ready to get real data and

make decisions about what’s next.

http://book.launchtomorrow.com/


Case Studies

A Marketing Experiment: The

content upgrade

Here is an example of a marketing experiment done by

ReferralSaasquatch.com:
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This particular experiment shows clearly that they are hold-

ing everything else constant, while only adding a content

upgrade at the bottom of a post. Ideally when you run an

experiment, you are also not trying to test everything at once.

Just one thing at a time.



Take action now

For your business or your product, regardless of

whether you are a startup or not:

• Construct a test backlog, based on your

riskiest assumptions

• Figure out the size of your test budget

• Calculate the size of each test’s budget, as

a percent of total budget

• Formulate an assumptions as a provable

statement, with a specific, measurable met-

ric

• Go out and validate!

In the end, if you vet bad ideas immediately, and

only pursue really good ones, youwill spendmost

of your time pursuing the really good opportuni-

ties.
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Key takeaways

If you vet bad ideas immediately and only pursue

really good ideas, you will spend most of your

time and money refining opportunities that were

already excellent.

• Traditional business plans, especially if you

haven’t already made some sales, are a

waste of time.

• Paid acquisition is an immediate way to

test a business idea, because you can “turn

on” and “turn off” highly segmented traffic

whenever you want.

• Instead of navel-gazing about assumptions,

get your offer & landing page in front of

your ideal audience.

• Expected customer acquisition cost is how

much you are willing to pay for a customer.

• If your revenue from a customer exceeds

the actual cost of acquiring a customer, you

have identified a profitable business idea.

• Customer acquisition cost depends heavily

on conversion rate.

• You can use a non-optimized conversion

rate to identify niches with unmet demand.

• Once you know your business idea will

be profitable, you start building the prod-

uct using the quantitative feedback you’ve

gathered.



Additional resources

Books

The mindset required to get good handle on social experima-

tion is described quite well by the following:

• Freakonomics, SuperFreakonomics by Steven J. Dubner

and Steven Levitt (see also the podcast)

• Predictably Irrational by Dan Ariely

• The Innovator’s Hypothesis by Michael Schrage covers

business experimentation in larger companies, but with

a lot of useful insights in a startup context
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